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Abstract

In this thesis, the darch package for deep architectures is improved, ex-

tended, documented, and benchmarked with the goal of providing state-of-

the-art Deep Learning features and performance in R. Deep Learning, where

neural networks with many hidden layers are trained on a variety of tasks like

recognition, classification, and regression, is a field which has garnered a great

amount of interest over the course of the past decade, and increased computing

power, along with a better understanding of the underlying principles, has en-

abled breakthroughs in AI research. R is a widely-used open source statistical

programming language used in research, education and more recently also

increasingly in commercial applications. One of its biggest strengths is its

extensibility, and a large number of additional packages can easily be installed

in an R environment via the CRAN repository. One of these packages is darch,

originally developed and released in 2013 by Martin Drees, which was among

the first R packages to support Deep Learning, and especially techniques like

RBM pre-training. Since then, many new techniques and algorithms have been

published, some of which have been implemented in darch in the context of this

thesis, along with improvements to the user interface and the documentation of

the package, and a variety of datasets are used to benchmark the new version

of darch.

Kurzfassung

Im Zuge dieser Thesis wird das darch Paket für tiefe Architekturen

verbessert, erweitert, dokumentiert und getestet, mit dem Ziel aktuelle Deep

Learning Features in R bereit zu stellen und State-of-the-Art Performance zu

erreichen. Deep Learning beschreibt das Trainieren von neuronalen Netzen

mit mehreren versteckten Schichten für verschiedenste Aufgaben z.B. aus den

Bereichen der Erkennung, Klassifikation oder Regression. Das Feld hat in

den letzten zehn Jahren stark an Popularität gewonnen und schnellere Com-

puter, gepaart mit einem besseren Verständnis zugrundeliegender Techniken,

erlaubten Durchbrüche im Bereich der künstlichen Intelligenz in vielen der

oben genannten Aufgabenbereichen. R ist eine weit verbreitete, quelloffene

statistische Programmiersprache die schon lange im Bereich der Forschung und
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Bildung verwendet wird, und nun immer weiter auch in den kommerziellen

Bereich vordringt. Eine ihrer größten Stärken ist die Erweiterbarkeit, sodass

mittlerweile tausende von Paketen ohne weiteres aus dem zentralen CRAN-

Repository installiert werden können. Eines dieser Pakete ist darch, welches

2013 von Martin Drees entwickelt und veröffentlicht wurde, und zu der Zeit

eines der ersten R-Pakete mit Unterstützung für Deep Learning und vor allem

RBM-Pretraining war. Seitdem sind viele neue Techniken und Algorithmen

vorgestellt worden, von denen einige im Kontext dieser Thesis implemen-

tiert wurden. Zusätzlich wurde das Benutzerinterface und die Dokumentation

verbessert. Diese Änderungen und Verbesserungen werden dokumentiert, und

das Paket abschließend anhand einiger bekannter Datensätze getestet.
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1 Introduction

Deep learning, in which neural networks with several hidden layers are employed

to learn a model, has defined the state of the art in machine learning for the past

decade after being disregarded for most of the second half of the 20th century as

too slow or too inefficient to train compared to shallow models like support vector

machines (SVM). It was not primarily increased computational power, but instead

an improved learning algorithm which led to a breakthrough in 2006. deep belief

networks (DBNs), described in (Hinton et al. 2006), introduced a new layer-wise

restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) pre-training which provided an improved

weight initialization for the fine-tuning process and allowed much more efficient

training of deep neural networks. This model was further improved by dropout

(Hinton et al. 2012), a regularization and model averaging technique, and maxout

(Goodfellow et al. 2013), a new activation function specifically designed for use

with dropout. Since then, lacking a complete understanding of when and why

exactly certain combinations of parameters and techniques work better or worse, the

machine learning community has experimented and optimized these and many similar

techniques and thus continued setting new records for a wide range of classification,

regression, and recognition tasks, with no end in sight. In the last couple of years,

the commercial interest in applications of deep learning has increased steadily, with

companies like Google and Facebook hiring some of the leading researches in the

field in order to deal with big data challenges and progress the development of AI

itself. As part of these efforts, Google DeepMind has recently published an algorithm

to play the game Go (Silver et al. 2016) that is based on a deep neural network which,

as the first of its kind, was able to consistently beat professional Go players, even

beating one of the world’s best Go players in Lee Sedol recently1. Prior to that,

AI players were, despite huge successes in games like chess as long as 20 years

ago, only able to play at the level of Go amateurs. Other popular commercial and

industrial fields with interests in deep learning include internet of things and smart

1http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-korea-alphago-

20160312-story.html, accessed 2016-05-28

http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-korea-alphago-20160312-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-korea-alphago-20160312-story.html
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home, automotive, social media, security, and gaming.

The R Project for Statistical Computing2 (Ihaka et al. 1996) is an open source im-

plementation of the S language (Becker et al. 1988), with some Scheme (IEEE 1991)

features mixed in, and is widely used for statistical computation in the scientific

community, e.g. for regression, optimization, or classification tasks. Through-

out the years, a number of R packages have become available which support

Deep Learning, from small and native solutions like deepnet3 (Rong 2014), more

language-independent and feature-rich packages like MXNet4 (Chen et al. 2015) to

all-encompassing machine learning frameworks like H2O5 (Aiello et al. 2015).

Somewhere between deepnet and MXNet, in terms of features and scale, lies

darch6 (deep architectures), originally created and described by Martin Drees in

his master’s thesis (Drees 2013) at FH Dortmund, which offers native R implemen-

tations for a number of Deep Learning, and specifically DBN, algorithms. In the

context of (Rueckert 2015), darch was extended and improved, new user interface

functions were added as well as support for dropout and maxout, two recent DBN

techniques also mentioned above. The result was released as darch 0.10.0 on

CRAN.

The goal of this thesis is to further improve (in terms of both features and perfor-

mance) and extend darch, to provide detailed documentation of its features, and

to analyze its performance using a variety of different datasets and combinations of

parameters, ultimately leading up to the release of darch 1.0 on CRAN. darch is

meant to be a scientific tool for learning and experimenting with Deep Learning tech-

niques and parameters more than a serious benchmarking tool, as the performance of

R–even boosted by GPU matrix multiplication and CPU parallelization–will always

be lacking compared to native C/C++ or similar low-level languages.

This thesis is structured as follows:

2http://www.r-project.org/, accessed 2016-05-28
3https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/deepnet/index.html,

accessed 2016-05-28
4https://github.com/dmlc/mxnet, accessed 2016-05-28
5https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/h2o/, accessed 2016-05-28
6http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/darch/, accessed 2016-05-28

http://www.r-project.org/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/deepnet/index.html
https://github.com/dmlc/mxnet
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/h2o/
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/darch/
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• Section 2 gives an overview of Deep Learning, with an in-depth description of

all the techniques and algorithms implemented in darch.

• Section 3 introduces R, as well as the different Deep Learning packages

available in R, in more detail and gives an overview of darch 0.9, its features,

its shortcomings, and how these shortcomings have been dealt with in darch

0.10.

• Section 4 provides a detailed documentation of darch 1.0, including all

changes compared to darch 0.10, explanation of parameters, and different

examples.

• Section 5 contains benchmark results for different datasets, configurations, and

packages, comparing e.g. the speed of darch 0.10 and 1.0 or the performance

of different regularization techniques.

• Section 6 summarizes the results, draws conclusions, and outlines some

thoughts on the future of darch.
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2 Deep learning architectures

In deep learning, multiple layers of non-linear transformations are used to clas-

sify, recognize, or otherwise model abstractions in data. DBNs are a type of deep

neural network (DNN) introduced in (Hinton et al. 2006), which enhances regular

fine-tuning, using e.g. backpropagation (see section 2.5), with a layer-wise, un-

supervised pre-training algorithm (see section 2.4). Prior to this, DNNs had been

largely unsuccessful because training was slow and inefficient, and problems like the

backpropagation-specific vanishing gradient (see section 2.1) led to other techniques

being superior in both speed and modeling performance.

DBNs brought deep architectures back into the focus of machine learning re-

search, and the last 10 years have seen a vast amount of publications on deep

architectures, techniques to further improve DBNs (see section 2.8), and on the adap-

tion of DBN algorithms for related deep learning models like convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) (Fukushima 1979; LeCun et al. 1989, 1998a). In many instances,

anytime learning (Grefenstette et al. 1992) has become relevant, where models are

continually trained on new and changing data, and training can be stopped and

resumed at any time. Especially in the context of image datasets, transfer learning

(Caruana 1995) has become relevant, where recurring, or general (Yosinski et al.

2014), features of neural networks are re-used for different tasks with similar datasets

and only task-specific fine-tuning is performed to speed up the overall learning pro-

cess. In addition to the usual fully connected layers in neural networks, increasingly

more complex types of architectures are used, from simple shortcut or skip-layer

connections (Bishop 1995), used to improve convergence in very deep networks (He

et al. 2015a), to 2D or 3D (CNN) networks used for image or video input data, to

receptive fields (Coates et al. 2011), which reduce the overall number of parameters

that need to be learned. Recently successful networks for image classification, like

the Inception network (Szegedy et al. 2015), use hand-crafted, graph-based archi-

tectures rather than simple sequential layers. However, the focus of this work is on

sequential layer architectures only.

This section gives an overview of deep architectures and describes the different
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techniques and algorithms implemented in darch with special focus on those added

in darch 0.10 and darch 1.0.

2.1 Why deep neural networks?

The focus of research over the past decades has primarily been on shallow architec-

tures like kernel machines (e.g., SVMs (Cortes et al. 1995)), neural networks with one

hidden layer (perceptrons (Rosenblatt 1958)), or combination models like AdaBoost

(Adaptive Boosting, where the output of multiple learning models are combined

(Freund et al. 1997)) or Random Forests (where multiple decision trees (Breiman

et al. 1984) using different, randomly chosen features, are combined (Ho 1995)).

However, even then DNNs came up as solutions when systematically searching for

optimal architectures to learn specific problems: In (Friedrich et al. 1996), genetic

programming was used to find good architectures for neural networks. The results

were that deep architectures are superior to shallow architectures for the analyzed

tasks. It has to be noted, however, that RPROP was used for the training of these

deep architectures, which avoided many problems associated with backpropagation

described later on. Another approach was to incrementally increase the size of the

network as done in the cascade correlation algorithm (Fahlman et al. 1989), which

starts from a very small network and dynamically adds new neurons to create a

multi-layer network without the need for backpropagation.

Deep architectures like multi-layer neural networks, however, have only really

begun receiving more attention after the learning algorithm introduced in (Hinton

et al. 2006) enabled efficient training and very good benchmark results for such

architectures.

Shallow architectures are well understood and perform well on many common

machine learning problems, and they are still used in the vast majority of today’s

machine learning applications. However, there has been an increased interest in deep

architectures recently, in the hope to find means to solve more complex real-world

problems (e.g., image analysis or natural language understanding) for which shallow

architectures have proved to be unable to learn adequate models (Bengio 2009;
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Goodfellow et al. 2016).

While providing an increased learning capacity, DNNs have brought their own

set of problems and challenges which outweighed their benefits for several decades.

First, they require substantially more computation power compared to shallow

architectures. This was a problem primarily in the early days of DNNs, when it was

simply infeasible to train adequately sized networks on real-world datasets, but is less

of a problem, while not completely irrelevant, today. Second, due to their increased

learning capacity, DNNs are prone to over-fitting (Tetko et al. 1995). Instead of

learning high-level abstractions in the data, the training samples are memorized,

thus decreasing the generalization performance, i.e. the performance on validation

data not previously seen. Last, the vanishing gradient, first described in (Hochreiter

et al. 2001), poses the perhaps biggest problem to learning algorithms based on

gradient descent (backpropagation, most prominently). It describes the phenomenon

of the gradient, which communicates the error, becoming smaller as it is propagated

towards the input layer during backpropagation, diminishing the learning effect in the

lower layers and thereby limiting the classification performance of deeper networks

trained this way.

Steady advances and improvements in computation power solved the first prob-

lem, while many regularization techniques (Girosi et al. 1995)–e.g., simply stopping

the training early (Yao et al. 2007), artificially increasing the number of training

samples by modifying existing ones (data augmentation), or model-averaging–have

been proposed to solve the second problem (see section 2.8). The third one was

approached by an alternative learning algorithm called resilient backpropagation,

or RPROP (Riedmiller et al. 1993), which takes only the sign and not the value of

the derivative to prevent the gradient from vanishing in the lower layers. In the end,

though, it was DBNs that led to the breakthrough in training DNNs by tackling the

problem from a different side: weight initialization. Through a greedy layer-wise pre-

training (see section 2.4), the weights are initialized in a way that allows fine-tuning

algorithms to reach good solutions more quickly and more consistently, and which

soon put DNNs atop the benchmark rankings for many popular machine learning

tasks.
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After DBNs were introduced and more research into deep neural networks and

deep learning in general was performed, several approaches were developed to

alleviate the problems faced when trying to train a deep architecture from scratch

using backpropagation, with the goal of making pre-training unnecessary (Erhan

et al. 2009).

A new, normalized weight initialization scheme was developed in (Glorot et al.

2010), reducing the variance of the activations and derivatives. Furthermore, the

rectified linear (ReLU) activation function (Glorot et al. 2011) has been shown to

help deal with the vanishing gradient problem without requiring pre-training. The

parametric linear unit (PReLU) has been proposed as a generalization of ReLU,

where the parameters of the rectifiers are learned as part of the model to improve

accuracy (He et al. 2015b), and the recent exponential linear unit (ELU) adds

negative values to the ReLU which shifts the activation mean towards zero and

speeds up learning (Clevert et al. 2015). Another initialization scheme specifically

tailored to the rectified linear activation function has been introduced recently (He

et al. 2015b) (see section 2.3). All of these new developments have helped enable

training of deep neural networks without pre-training.

However, as dictated by the no free lunch theorem (Wolpert et al. 1997), DNNs

are not the single solution to all machine learning problems, and today many records

are held by complex mixtures or specialized versions of different learning models

tailored to individual problems, and oftentimes pre-processing (or weight initializa-

tion in general) and feature-selection are as important as the choice of architecture,

configuration, or learning algorithm.

2.2 Pre-processing and data augmentation

After input data selection, which is arguably even more important than the choice

of architecture or training algorithm, data pre-processing is an important next step

towards successfully training neural networks (Jackson 1997). Appropriate pre-

processing of input data reduces the computational burden of the neural network

and improves convergence rates and speed. While, on the one hand, some types of
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pre-processing are not essential since neural networks are usually powerful enough

to perform these steps internally, there are other types of pre-processing operating

on the whole dataset, which cannot be performed by the neural network and can

boost the model performance significantly. On the other hand, some types of pre-

processing are very easy to perform and should always be considered, especially for

complex models which take very long to train.

Normalization, which can include, e.g., centering and scaling the data, is a simple

pre-processing technique used to remove large variances and improve the information

content in the data, thus enabling the neural network to build a more effective model

of the data. This normalization can be performed globally, over the whole dataset,

e.g. when dealing with image data, or for each input vector component, e.g. when

dealing with different data types, or even for each input vector when dealing with

temporal information in the data (Jackson 1997).

A more complex pre-processing technique, which changes the dimensionality of

the data, is the principal component analysis (PCA) (Hotelling 1933; Pearson 1901).

PCA compresses the data by representing it using eigenvectors along the directions

of greatest data variance, and is most useful for high-dimensional data which need to

be reduced with minimal information loss.

Other relevant transformation techniques include

• Box-Cox (Box et al. 1964): A very popular power transformation to normalize

the data. Usually used to transform the response variable while the Box-Tidwell

transformation (G. E. P. Box 1962) is used for the predictors.

• Manly exponential (Manly 1976): Exponential transformation which assumes

a common mean for the data.

• Yeo-Johnson (Yeo et al. 2000): A power transformation similar to Box-Cox

which also allows negative values.

• Spatial sign (Serneels et al. 2006): The data is projected to the unit circle using

the spatial sign with one dimension for each predictor.
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When dealing with real-world datasets, missing data is often a problem. Simply

deleting them or replacing them with arbitrary values the neural network can handle

(e.g., 0) is usually not desirable when training a neural network, especially when

missing values are present in a significant number of samples.

Treatment of missing values is an important and difficult problem depending on

factors like the randomness of missing data (Little et al. 1986), and the quality of

the estimation of missing values directly influences the performance of the neural

network on unseen data. Missing values can be computed using parameter estimation,

e.g. using maximum likelihood techniques (A. P. Dempster 1977), or via imputation,

which uses similarities with other samples in the dataset to estimate the missing

values. The simplest imputation techniques are mean and mode imputation, which

replace missing values with the mean or mode of the known values for that attribute.

Naturally, the data quality for this technique is low as the inserted value is not likely

to reproduce the actual value. A more complex and powerful approach is to use

a predictive model which estimates the missing values. The missing attribute can

be seen as the class variable for this model and existing data of a sample are used

to predict the missing attributes. One of the models often used here is k-nearest

neighbor (k-NN) (Altman 1992; Batista et al. 2002), where missing values are

estimated using similar samples within the dataset. Speed is relevant here, especially

for huge datasets, so simpler algorithms like k-NN are preferable to more complex

ones.

Irrelevant data, i.e. constant numeric attributes or attributes with near zero

variance, can be removed before the training to reduce the training time and improve

the information content of the data.

Data augmentation generally describes artificial construction of new training

samples (Tanner et al. 1987), or of missing data within existing training samples

(A. P. Dempster 1977), with the goal of improving the generalization performance

of the network. For image data like MNIST, this generally includes deskewing,

blurring, rotation (LeCun et al. 1998a), or elastic deformations (Simard et al. 2003).

Unbalanced data (Lu et al. 1998) is another problem which can be mitigated using

data augmentation, by generating additional training samples to better balance the
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classes in the training set, e.g. using the synthetic minority over-sampling technique

(SMOTE), which over-samples examples of abnormal classes and under-samples

examples of normal classes (Chawla et al. 2002). While most data augmentation is

performed during pre-processing, there is also online data augmentation which alters

the data during training, e.g. after each epoch or mini-batch.

2.3 Weight initialization

One key point for the success of deep neural networks–or its lack thereof, before

2006–turned out to be weight initialization. Simply put, when training a deep

neural network with randomly initialized weights, backpropagation fails to converge

or performs very poorly. The initial solution was layer-wise pre-training to give

backpropagation a better starting point from which it could successfully train even

very deep networks, as will be see in the next section.

After that, research was done on why backpropagation is so problematic for deep

networks with randomly initialized weights, as well as how and why pre-training

helps solve this problem (Erhan et al. 2009). It is argued that pre-training initializes

the weights closer to a better local minimum on the error surface, in regards to

generalization performance, than random initialization.

(Glorot et al. 2010) noted that layer-wise training procedures generally perform

better on deep networks and evaluated the performance of classical backpropagation

using different activation functions and initialization schemes. They came up with a

new, normalized weight initialization which depends on the number of neurons n in

the adjacent layers:

W ∼ U(−
√

6
√

n j +n j+1
,

√
6

√
n j +n j+1

). (1)

The goal of this “Xavier” initialization is to reduce the variance of the activa-

tions and gradients throughout the network and provide a better starting point for

backpropgation training, making layer-wise pre-training unnecessary. After the

introduction of the rectified linear activation function (Glorot et al. 2011) for deep

neural networks (see section 2.6), a new, theoretically sound initialization procedure
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was introduced in (He et al. 2015b), which primarily deals with the fact that the

Xavier initialization derivation assumes activations to be linear, which is not the case

for rectified linear activations. Their initialization is simply

W ∼N (0,
2
n j
). (2)

With these initialization procedures, it became possible to train very deep neural

networks from scratch, without the need for a layer-wise pre-training.

2.4 RBM pre-training with Contrastive Divergence

As mentioned before, training deep neural networks from scratch with backpropa-

gation is problematic for several reasons, and prior to 2006 deep neural networks

came up as theoretically good solutions, and could be trained with some success

using, e.g. RPROP, shallow architectures were generally superior for most real-world

problems for which it was computationally feasible to train models. (Hinton et al.

2006) proposed a layer-wise pre-training, which can essentially be seen as a very

sophisticated weight initialization procedure, and showed that backpropagation can

successfully fine-tune these networks. Pre-training is performed by treating the deep

network as a collection of restricted boltzmann machines, which are trained one at a

time.

Boltzmann machines (BMs) are energy-based models inspired by Hopfield net-

works (Hopfield 1982). They consist of neuron-like units with binary states and

implement a content-addressable memory (see figure 1). These units can be seen

as hypotheses about the input data, and they are related through constraints which

are expressed as symmetrical, weighted connections between them (Fahlman et al.

1983).

Convergence in Boltzmann machines can be slow, especially when using many

layers of hidden units. To counter this, a simpler model was defined in (Smolensky

1986): the restricted Boltzmann machine. It consists of one layer of visible and one

layer of hidden units and there are no connections between units on the same layer

(see figure 2), allowing for parallel updates of hidden and visible units.
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Figure 1: Boltzmann machine with four visible, and three hidden units.

Figure 2: Structure of an RBM. Source: (Drees 2013)

A non-deterministic statistical mechanic is used to determine whether a unit is

on or off: Each unit is associated with a probability (which may depend on other

units’ states) whether it is on or off, and it is directly used to determine its state. In

this model, there is no need to explicitly communicate the probabilities of the units,

instead only the current state is used to determine the states of all related units, and

states are updated in parallel.

When applying an input signal to the network, an energy function

E(v,h) =− ∑
i∈visible

bivi− ∑
j∈hidden

c jh j−∑
i, j

vih jwi j (3)
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“where vi , h j are the binary states of visible unit i and hidden unit j, [bi , c j] are

their biases and wi j is the weight between them” (Hinton 2012), which expresses the

failure of the hypotheses to fit the input data and match the constraints, is minimized

by continuously switching the states of units to reach a lower energy value (Gibbs

sampling). To avoid getting stuck in local minima using a deterministic algorithm,

probabilities are used to switch the states, allowing jumps to higher energy to escape

local minima. The algorithm stops when thermal equilibrium, a state in which the

energy has converged, is reached.

Learning is done by comparing the expected values in the data distribution with

the expected values from the equilibrium distribution of the network, updating the

weights according to the difference. Learning is computationally simple, as it only

uses local information when updating the weight between two units.

It is these RBMs that are combined to form a deeper neural network: the Deep

Belief Network. While the weights between the neurons are taken over as is, for most

fine-tuning algorithms, like backpropagation, the bias weights towards the visible

RBM layer (i.e. towards the input layer of the network) are dropped because data is

only ever propagated towards the output layer of the network.

Training DBNs is performed in two steps: first, each RBM is trained indepen-

dently from the others, starting from the lowest layer. Contrastive divergence (CD),

which is explained in the following, is used during pre-training to initialize the DBN

with reasonable weights. This unsupervised pre-training alone is enough to achieve

good results for many problems. Second, the DBN is fine-tuned to further improve

its performance, using for example a contrastive variant of the wake-sleep algorithm

(Hinton et al. 1995), or–as will be shown in section 2.5–backpropagation.

During pre-training, the visible layer is initialized using the output of the previous

RBM (or, if it is the first layer, using an actual data vector), and the hidden units

are updated. The correlation between visible and hidden units is stored, and then

Gibbs sampling is performed several times as shown in figure 3. Usually, sampling

would be performed until a stationary distribution of the Markov chain is reached,

but this would strongly reduce the performance of the algorithm. Hence, (Hinton

2002) proposes to “run the Markov chain for only n full steps before measuring the
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second correlation.” The difference between the initial and the second correlation

∂ log p(v0)

∂wi j
≈ 〈v0

i h0
j〉−〈vn

i hn
j〉 (4)

is then used to update the weights. This is called contrastive divergence and is

very similar to maximum likelihood learning (Hinton et al. 2006). CD uses stochastic

gradient descent (SGD), an online variant of the batch gradient descent method.

Gradient descent is an iterative numerical optimization technique which relies on

an approximation of the error gradient to update parameters. When batch gradient

descent, parameters are updated only after a full run over all samples, whereas

stochastic or online gradient descent updates the parameters after every sample or

mini-batch, which, while not strictly better or faster, usually learns models at least as

good or better than batch gradient descent, while having less trouble getting stuck in

local minima due to noisier gradients (Bottou 2004).

Pre-training acts as a regularizer and (Erhan et al. 2009) shows that while it does

help convergence for bigger networks, it actually hurts for small networks. So while

it was an enabler for early successes of deep neural networks, newer techniques, like

normalized weight initialization described in the previous section, have allowed deep

neural networks to be trained from scratch using backpropagation and have made

pre-training less important and relevant for today’s training of deep neural networks.

The results of pre-training can be used in the context of transfer learning (Caruana

1995; Yosinski et al. 2014), where more general features learned in the lower layers

of the network are very similar independent of the actual task, since the training is

unsupervised, and the resulting features can be re-used for different tasks operating

on similar datasets.

2.5 Fine-tuning

One problem of learning a DNN one layer at a time is that the weights which were

learned first become less optimal in the process of learning the higher layers, such

that back-fitting may become necessary, especially in cases of high-dimensional data.

As stated before, the pre-training primarily provides a better weight initialization
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Figure 3: Markov chain using alternate Gibbs sampling. Source: (Hinton et al. 2006)

for the fine-tuning process. Hence, RBM pre-training can be combined with any

existing multi-layer fine-tuning algorithm like backpropagation or RPROP.

In (Hinton et al. 2006), a contrastive version of the wake-sleep algorithm de-

scribed in (Hinton et al. 1995) is used. When using this unsupervised algorithm,

the weights are untied into recognition and generative weights and trained using

“up-passes” and “down-passes”. During the up-pass, the recognition weights are

used to propagate stochastically chosen hidden units states from the input towards

the output layer, adjusting the generative weights based on the error generated when

propagating the data down one layer using the generative weights and comparing the

unit states to the actual states in the layer below.

darch does not implement this algorithm, instead providing backpropagation

(Rumelhart et al. 1986; Werbos 1974) and RPROP (Igel et al. 2000; Riedmiller

et al. 1993), and conjugate gradients (CG) (Hestenes et al. 1952) for supervised

fine-tuning.

The backpropagation algorithm, being nearly 40 years old, is well understood

and used in many applications of DNNs to this day. It is a supervised learning

algorithm which uses gradient descent and an error function (see section 2.7) like

the mean squared error (MSE), root-mean-square error (RMSE), or, especially for

classification, the cross-entropy error (Rubinstein 1999) to minimize the output error

E of the network, e.g. using the quadratic error

E =
1
2

n

∑
i=1

(ti−oi)
2 (5)

where ti is the target and oi the actual network output. As the name suggests,
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after calculating the error for the network output, it is propagated back towards the

input layer, updating the weights along the way according to their influence on the

error of the network

∆wi j =−η
∂E

∂wi j
= ηδ jxi (6)

where wi j is the change of the weight between neurons i and j, η is the learn

rate, and δ j is the error signal of neuron j, defined as

δ j =


h′(

n

∑
i=0

xiwi j)(t j−o j), if j is in the output layer

h′(
n

∑
i=0

xiwi j)∑
k

δkw jk, if j is in a hidden layer
(7)

where h is an activation function (the identity function, in the simplest case) and

k is the index of a neuron in a higher layer which is connected to j. n denotes the

number of neurons on the given layer, and i = 0 is used to account for the bias, i.e.

x0 = 1 and w0 j is the bias weight for the neuron j. The weight update rule can then

be written as

wi j(t +1) = wi j(t)+∆wi j (8)

Several problems were encountered using this algorithm: First, the direct use of

the derivative of the activation function to update the weights can be problematic,

as its value is unforeseeable. Second, the learning rate, which has to be adapted

to each problem to reach a satisfactory convergence rate, is difficult to choose.

Most improvements of the backpropagation algorithm focus on the second problem

by adapting the learning rate according to some local or global strategy, thereby

improving the algorithm for some problems and situations. Common measures

include learning rate annealing or decay, e.g. by halving the learning rate at regular

intervals, or by linearly or exponentially reducing the learning rate to combine high

early learning rates, for better exploration of the parameter space, with low late

learning rates for better convergence to the local extrema (Bengio 2012; LeCun et al.

1998b).
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Figure 4: Comparison of convergence speed without (left) and with (right) momen-

tum. Source: (Orr 1999).

Another strategy, which does not directly change the learning rate but the weight

update process, is the momentum term, which speeds up training by adding a fraction

(α) of the last update ∆wi j(t) to the current one (Moreira et al. 1995; Polyak 1964;

Qian 1999):

∆wi j(t +1) = ηδ jxi +α∆wi j(t). (9)

Since this enlarges the overall update, the learning rate is usually decreased when

using the momentum term (see figure 4).

The Nesterov accelerated gradient (NAG) (Nesterov 1983) further improves

convergence when using a momentum term by adding the momentum term to the

weights before calculating the gradients (since it is a predictable change of the

weights already known before calculating the network error or weight changes)

changing the input to h′ in equation 7 to

n

∑
i=0

xi(wi j +α∆wi j(t)) (10)

thus accelerating the convergence, providing a rate of convergence of order 1/t2,

compared to 1/t for plain SGD.

(Riedmiller et al. 1993) introduced resilient propagation (RPROP), an algorithm

that tackles the first problem described above by not using the value of the derivative,

but instead only its sign, thereby also alleviating the vanishing gradient problem, as

the gradient is not directly used. First, each weight has its own update value, which
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changes based on the error function

∆
(t)
i j =



η
+ ∗∆

(t−1)
i j , if

∂E
∂wi j

(t−1)

∗ ∂E
∂wi j

(t)

> 0

η
− ∗∆

(t−1)
i j , if

∂E
∂wi j

(t−1)

∗ ∂E
∂wi j

(t)

< 0

∆
(t−1)
i j , otherwise

(11)

where 0< η−< 1< η+ are hyper-parameters empirically chosen to be η−= 0.5

and η+ = 1.2. These factors are then used to update the weights according to the

sign of the derivative

∆w(t)
i j =



−∆
(t)
i j , if

∂E
∂wi j

(t)

> 0

+∆
(t)
i j , if

∂E
∂wi j

(t)

< 0

0, otherwise.

(12)

If the sign changed from the previous step, indicating that a local minimum was

jumped over, the update value is decreased and the weight update reverted:

∆w(t)
i j =−∆w(t−1)

i j , if
∂E

∂wi j

(t−1)

∗ ∂E
∂wi j

(t)

< 0. (13)

At the same time, the derivative ∂E
∂wi j

(t)
is set to 0 to avoid doubly punishing the

update value. This is the basic algorithm RPROP+, as named in (Igel et al. 2000).

(Riedmiller 1994) introduced a version of RPROP without weight-backtracking (see

equation 13), later named RPROP−.

Further improvements to the RPROP algorithm have been published in (Igel et al.

2000), namely iRPROP+ and iRPROP−, modifications of the RPROP algorithm

with and without weight-backtracking. iRPROP+ improves RPROP+ by adding the

constraint E(t) > E(t−1) to the weight-backtracking, taking back the weight change

only if the network error increased in addition to the sign change of the derivative.

iRPROP− is iRPROP+ without weight-backtracking, it differs from RPROP− in that

the derivative is set to 0 if its sign changed.
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Conjugate gradients (Hestenes et al. 1952) is a popular iterative algorithm to

solve systems of linear equations, and it works well (if not very fast, comparatively)

for fine-tuning DNNs.

2.6 Activation functions

This section lists the most common activation functions used in DNNs, some of

which can be seen in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Comparison of some common activation functions. The identity function

was left out for clarity.

2.6.1 Linear activation functions

The simplest linear activation function is the identity function or linear unit

h(x) = x (14)
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h′(x) = 1 (15)

with its constant derivative of 1. As it is desirable to introduce non-linearity

with the activation function, the linear activation function is not commonly used

in DNNs. On the other hand, the linear activation is attractive since the derivative

is 1 which means that the vanishing gradient problem does not apply and deeper

networks can be trained more effectively. As a result, activation functions have been

introduced which behave the same as the linear unit for positive values, but introduce

non-linearity through different behavior for zero or negative inputs. The first of these

functions is the rectified linear unit (ReLU)

h(x) = max(0, x) (16)

h′(x) =

1, x > 0

0, x≤ 0
(17)

which introduces non-linearity through the max function. It was first shown

in (Glorot et al. 2011) that the ReLU function allows successful training of DNNs

without pre-training, while also avoiding problems like the vanishing gradient, and

as of 2015 the rectified linear activation function was the most popular activation

function used for DNNs (LeCun et al. 2015). Softplus (Dugas et al. 2001) is a

smoothed version of the rectified linear activation function defined as

h(x) = log(1+ ex) (18)

h′(x) =
1

1+ e−x . (19)

A recent generalization of ReLU is the parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU)

(He et al. 2015b), which introduces additional parameters for the rectifiers which are

learned as part of trained model. It is defined as

h(xi) = max(0,xi)+ai min(0,xi) =

xi, xi > 0

aixi, xi ≤ 0
(20)
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where ai is a learned parameter controlling the slope of the negative part of

the activation function. For ai = 0, this is the ReLU activation function, while for

small and fixed ai values, it becomes the leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU) (Maas

et al. 2013), the goal of which is to prevent zero gradients. PReLU introduces one

additional parameter for each channel (i.e. neuron) or for each layer when using the

channel-shared variant. These parameters can be trained as part of backpropagation

training together with the weights of the network.

Another very recent new activation function is the exponential linear unit (ELU)

(Clevert et al. 2015)

h(x) =

x, x > 0

α(exp(x)−1), x≤ 0
(21)

h′(x) =

1, x > 0

h(x)+α, x≤ 0
(22)

where α is a hyper-parameter controlling the saturation for negative function

inputs. The advantage of ELUs over ReLUs is the existence of negative outputs,

which provide a more natural gradient while still retaining non-linearity, which

accelerates learning.

As mentioned before, the family of positive linear activation functions has

had huge success in recent times due to the fact that they avoid the vanishing

gradient, one of the most problematic aspects of training deep neural networks with

backpropagation.

2.6.2 Sigmoid activation functions

Among the most popular choices for activation functions in neural networks, prior to

the rise of ReLU and related linear activation functions, were two sigmoid functions:

the logistic sigmoid and the hyperbolic tangent activation function (Kalman et al.

1992). The logistic sigmoid function is defined as

h(x) =
1

1+ e−x (23)
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h′(x) = h(x)(1−h(x)) (24)

and is more biologically plausible, as it can be seen as representing the probability

of a neuron firing. It is also useful for the output layer of binary classification

networks, as the possible values are in the range [0,1]. The hyperbolic tangent

activation function, on the other hand, is less biologically plausible but more practical

as its values are in the range [−1,1]. It is defined as

h(x) =
sinh(x)
cosh(x)

=
ex− e−x

ex + e−x = tanh(x) (25)

h′(x) = 1−h(x)2 (26)

and, just like the logistic sigmoid, offers an attractive derivative which can

benefit from caching the value of the activation h(x). Both functions introduce

non-linearity and are still standard choices in many applications of neural networks,

even though, as mentioned above, the ReLU activation function has become more

popular due to the fact that using it, DNNs can be trained more effectively even

without unsupervised pre-training.

2.6.3 Softmax activation function

The softmax activation function, which is essentially the normalized exponential

(Bridle 1990), is often used in the output layer of classification networks, as it is a

generalization of the logistic sigmoid which additionally squashes the output vector

q of length c to sum 1.

h(qi) =
eq

i

∑
c
j=1 eq j

(27)

∂

∂qk
h(qi) = h(qi)(δik−h(qk)) (28)

The softmax function expresses class label probabilities, making it very useful in

networks where only one of the output neurons should be firing at a time, or when
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deciding whether to reject the assigned class label, and it can be used in ensembles

of models.

2.6.4 Maxout and Local Winner-Takes-All

As two related activation functions, maxout (Goodfellow et al. 2013) and local

winner-takes-all (LWTA) (Srivastava et al. 2013) perform pooling over a set of linear

neurons and propagate only the highest activation within each pool or block. These

activation functions “are quite unlike sigmoidal activation functions. These functions

depart from the conventional wisdom in that they are not continuously differentiable

(and sometimes non-continuous) and are piecewise linear.” (Srivastava et al. 2014b)

They are locally competitive and often trained with dropout (described in section

2.8.1) for improved generalization.

LWTA defines blocks of n neurons. The output of each block is defined as

y j
i =

h j
i , h j

i ≥ hk
i ,∀k = 1, . . . ,n

0, otherwise.
(29)

where i is the block index and j is the neuron index, and h is the linear activation

of a neuron (see figure 6). This effectively sets the output of all but one neuron to

0, and propagates only the highest activation within each block to the next layer.

Maxout is similar in that it propagates only the highest activation within a pool, or

maxout unit, but the neurons in a pool additionally share weights, effectively adding

a new pseudo-layer between the pooled units and the next layer of the network. The

activation of these maxout units is defined as

hi(x) = max
j∈[1,k]

zi j (30)

where zi j is the linear activation of the jth neuron in the ith maxout unit. The

derivatives are the same as for the identity function. Maxout was specifically designed

to be used with dropout as the authors felt that conventional backpropagation fine-

tuning was not capable of fully utilizing the potential that dropout offered. Figure 6

shows a comparison of LWTA and maxout propagation.
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Figure 6: Comparison of maxout, LWTA, and rectified linear units. Source: (Srivas-

tava et al. 2014b)

2.7 Error functions

There are different error functions which can be used to determine the quality of

a classification or regression model, the three most popular ones shall shortly be

described here: The mean squared error (MSE) (Lehmann et al. 2003), the root

mean squared error (RMSE), and the cross-entropy error (Rubinstein 1999).

The MSE is the average difference between the expected and the actual output,

and it contains both the variance and bias of the estimator. In regards to the outputs

of a neural network, the MSE is defined as

EMSE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(oi− ti)2 (31)

where oi denotes the network output and ti the actual target data. Simply taking

the square root of this error gives the RMSE, which contains information about the

standard deviation of the estimator. Both are frequently used to estimate the model

quality, especially for regression tasks.

For classification tasks, it is often more appropriate to use the cross-entropy error,

which is defined as

ECE =−1
n

n

∑
i=1

(tilog(oi)+(1− ti)log(1−oi)). (32)

The cross-entropy error is a measure of the difference between two distributions,
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and it is more attractive for classification problems, where usually only one output

neuron, corresponding to a class, is active (e.g. when using the softmax activation

function), since it ignores the non-active (i.e. 0) neurons in the target output and

gives a measure of how far the network output is away from the expected output only

for the output neuron which is expected to be 1.

2.8 Regularization

Regularization of neural networks is used to improve generalization by preventing

over-fitting. The most straightforward way of preventing over-fitting is early stopping

(Yao et al. 2007), where the development of the training and validation error rates are

monitored and training is stopped once over-fitting is detected, i.e. once the validation

error increases while the training error decreases. Another way of achieving this is

to keep track of the best model, in terms of combined training and validation error,

and return this model at the end of the training progress, essentially performing

retroactive early stopping.

Another way of preventing over-fitting is to punish model complexity. Simple and

effective ways of doing so are L1 or L2 regularization, where λ |w| (L1) or 1
2λw2 (L2)

is added to the error function, or weight normalization using a maxnorm constraint

(Srebro et al. 2005), where weight vectors exceeding a pre-defined upper bound c

are projected back into the valid range so that ||w||2 = c. A different approach to this

is weight decay (Krogh et al. 1991), which penalizes big weights by subtracting a

fraction of the weight from each weight update, resulting in weights which are not

updated to move towards 0. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974),

defined as

AIC = (−2) log(maximum likelihood)+2k (33)

is another technique used to regularize a neural network by punishing model

complexity, where k is the number of independent parameters.

Batch normalization (Ioffe et al. 2015) is a recent regularization technique which

improves training speed and convergence by reducing the internal covariate shift, i.e.
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changes in the distribution of the layer inputs, over the course of the training. This

is done by normalizing the SGD mini-batches. Batch normalization make training

more stable, allowing for higher learning rates and performs regularization very

similar to that of dropout, making dropout unnecessary when training a network

using batch normalization.

More complex types of regularization are dropout, DropConnect, and dither, a

type of data augmentation, which are described in the following.

2.8.1 Dropout and DropConnect

The idea of both dropout (Hinton et al. 2012) and DropConnect (Wan et al. 2013) is

to randomly drop certain parts of the model during training, effectively training a

large number of different models which share weights, while then using the complete

network during validation. This is shown to greatly enhance the generalization

performance of the network. The techniques differ in what they drop–dropout most

notably also drops parts of the input data–and how they infer network output at test

time.

Dropout tries to take the idea of model averaging and remove the problematic

component of having to train many DNNs explicitly: its goal is to reduce over-fitting

by randomly omitting a part of the feature detectors (i.e., hidden units) to prevent

complex co-adaption between them. This method is inspired by the role of sex in

evolution (Livnat et al. 2010). While asexual reproduction by copying the DNA

would seem more evolutionary beneficial in terms of optimization, most advanced

organisms evolved using sexual reproduction, where each parent contributes one half

of the genes, which are then combined to produce the offspring. Here, the criterion

for selection seems to be mixability, rather than individual fitness: how well do

the genes handle being combined with a random set of different genes? Mixability

makes genes more robust, meaning they learn to do something useful without relying

on a specific partner (co-adaption).

The same principle is used for dropout. During the training phase, for each

training sample (i.e., mini-batch) a new, thinned network is sub-sampled by omitting

each hidden unit, and all its incoming and outgoing connections, with a probability
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1− p (p is a hyper-parameter usually taken to be 0.5), effectively training a different

network each time. This can also be seen as network averaging where, instead of

training many separate networks, only one network is used, which is different for

every training case presented, and which shares its weights with all other networks

(Srivastava 2013). Figure 7 shows the effect of dropout on a network.

Figure 7: The effect of dropout on a neural network. Source: (Srivastava et al. 2014a)

Dropout is similar to Random Forests (Breiman 2001), a combination of bagging

(Breiman 1996) and the selection of random features, where the output of an ensem-

ble of decision trees, each using a random set of features, is combined. Dropout,

however, usually has a larger set of models which are trained more infrequently–

some may not be trained at all, most only once–and all models share weights. To

improve the effectiveness of training, the weight updates have to be large, so that

every single training sample has a big impact and the resulting model fits the input

well.

During the test phase, the complete “mean network” is used, with each weight

and bias scaled by p to account for the fact that all hidden units are present (see

figure 8). The performance of this mean network is better than that of the individual

dropout networks, but it removes the necessity to actually train a large number of

separate networks, which would be more time-consuming (Hinton et al. 2012).

DropConnect, on the other hand, is a generalization of dropout, where instead of

dropping units, weights are dropped from the network with a probability of 1− p.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the train and test time network. At train time (left), the

weights remain unchanged and the nodes are dropped with probability 1− p, while

at test time (right), all nodes are present and the weights are multiplied by p. Source:

(Srivastava et al. 2014a)

Thus, “each unit [. . . ] receives input from a random subset of units in the previous

layer” (Wan et al. 2013). Sparsity is applied to the connections between the layers

instead of its output vectors. Each layer’s output is defined as

r = a((M ?W )v) (34)

where a is the activation function, W is the weight matrix, v is the input vector,

and the matrix M is the binary DropConnect mask with Mi j ∼ Bernoulli(p). The

? denotes element-wise multiplication. It is important to note that a new mask is

drawn for every training example, not just for every batch (when using batch gradient

descent), to ensure a sufficient degree of regularization. Unlike for dropout, biases

can be dropped as well.

For inference, a more accurate, while slower, approach is used compared to the

simple “mean network” used in dropout. Moment matching is used to approximate

the input to the activation function of each unit ui, which is a weighted sum of

Bernoulli variables ui =∑ j(Wi jv j)Mi j. The mean of this distribution is EM[u] = pWv,

while the variance is VM[u] = p(1− p)(W ?W )(v? v). Samples are drawn from this

distribution and passed to the activation function before they are averaged and passed
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to the next layer. Algorithm 1 shows the DropConnect inference.
Algorithm 1: DropConnect inference algorithm. Source: (Wan et al. 2013)

Input: example x, parameters θ , # of samples Z.

Output: prediction u

Extract features: v← g(x;Wg);

Moment matching of u:;

µ ← EM[u] σ ←VM[u];

for z = 1 : Z do // Draw Z samples

for i = 1 : d do // Loop over units in r

Sample from 1D Gaussian ui,z ∼N (µi,σ
2
i );

ri,z← a(ui,z)

end

end

Pass result r̂ = ∑
Z
z=1 rz/Z to next layer

2.8.2 Dither

One relatively recent regularization technique using online data augmentation is

dither (Simpson 2015). Claimed to be better than dropout for regularizing DNNs,

dither does not alter the network itself but instead the input data, adding uniform ran-

dom noise. Motivated by signal-processing theory, it is meant to suppress nonlinear

distortion and aliasing. The regularization introduced by dither is additive and it is

shown at the example of MNIST that dither allows faster learning and convergence

(see figure 9). It is not entirely clear if dither is compared to 50% dropout in the

hidden layers and no input dropout, or 50%/20% hidden and input dropout as used in

(Hinton et al. 2012), but overall it can be concluded that dither is a good alternative

to input dropout which could be used in addition to dropout in the hidden layers, and

it is similar to online data augmentation techniques used to improve the performance

of DNNs.

Benchmark results for dither on the MNIST dataset can be found in section 5.3.
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Figure 9: Error rates for MNIST using dither, dropout, or no regularization, for

different batch sizes. Source: (Simpson 2015)
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3 darch: Deep Architectures in R

darch (deep architectures) is a package providing native implementations of DNN

learning algorithms in the statistical programming language R. Released in 2013 by

Martin Drees in the context of his master’s thesis (Drees 2013), it was one of the

earlier packages to support deep learning in R.

This section provides background on R, and on darch 0.9 and 0.10. Addition-

ally, important R packages related to darch and its development will shortly be

introduced, before section 4 will go into detail about darch 1.0, its features, and its

usage.

3.1 The R Project for Statistical Computing

The R Project for Statistical Computing or just R “is a free software environment for

statistical computing and graphics.”7. It appeared in 1993 and was first released in

1996; the initial idea was to combine the strengths of the S language (Becker et al.

1988) and Scheme (Sussman et al. 1998) into a new, free programming language for

statistical computation and data analysis (Ihaka 1998; Ihaka et al. 1996).

Since then, R has grown into an extended open source implementation of the S

language, supporting procedural programming as well as (basic) object-oriented pro-

gramming, and allows for flexible and powerful extensions through lexical scoping,

which is one of its greatest strengths. Today, R is one of the most widely used statis-

tical programming languages, and finds increasing use in commercial products and

environments. Revolution R, developed by Revolution Analytics8 which was bought

by Microsoft in 2015, offers extensions and improvements to R in a dual-license

approach, where use in the academic environment is free while the commercial

product targets commercial big data and high performance scenarios9. R is also

integrated into SAP HANA (Sikka et al. 2013) and KNIME (Berthold et al. 2007),

7http://www.r-project.org/, accessed 2016-05-28
8http://www.revolutionanalytics.com/, accessed 2016-05-28
9http://www.zdnet.com/article/revolution-rebooting-r-with-name-

change-and-new-strategy/, accessed 2016-05-28

http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.revolutionanalytics.com/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/revolution-rebooting-r-with-name-change-and-new-strategy/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/revolution-rebooting-r-with-name-change-and-new-strategy/
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helping R reach even more people and become even more relevant and important for

statistical and data mining applications.

Due to its heavy reliance on extensions (called packages), central public

repositories are available which allow easy access to a wide range of R packages

not installed by default. The biggest of these central repositories is the official

Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN10), currently featuring more than 7000

packages and offering more than 30 Task Views, collections of packages concerning a

specific topic which can be installed using, e.g., install.views("Econometrics")

after the ctv package has been installed.

R primarily supports three object-oriented systems. The first, oldest, easiest to

use and still most widely used is S3, which is an implementation of the features

described in the “blue book” of S (Becker et al. 1988). It provides a minimal and

informal OO system. Classes are not defined, but instead assigned to objects as

string attributes, and methods belong to generic functions which dispatch function

calls to the appropriate method called generic.class.

The second, more recent and more complex OO system is S4, which is a major

revision of the S language as described in the “green book” (Chambers 1998). It

works similar to S3 in that methods still belong to functions, but classes are now

explicitly defined, including their fields and parent classes. Method dispatch can

be based on several arguments now, and fields (or slots) of objects can be accessed

using a special operator (@). Unlike S3, S4 is not built into R, it is available through

the methods package.

The last and most recent OO system for R is called reference classes (RC).

Completely implemented in R (built on top of S4), RC is radically different from

its predecessors. The first of the two big differences is that methods belong to

objects and no longer to functions, the second–and a probable reason why RC has

not yet found widespread adaption–is the fact that objects are mutable. In R, objects

are usually copied when they are changed, a fact that leads users and developers

to expect objects to be immutable and method calls to be side-effect free, which

is no longer necessarily the case with RC. RC’s system is very similar to that of

10http://cran.r-project.org/, accessed 2016-05-28

http://cran.r-project.org/
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popular OO languages like Python, Java, or C# (Wickham 2015). There are other

OO systems, like R611 which is similar to RC, that have since been released in the

hopes of providing a faster and less painful OO experience in R.

darch 0.9 uses S4 almost exclusively, while darch 0.10 has added an S3

user interface and support for existing S3 functions like plot(), predict() and

print(). More details on R, the different OO systems, and package development

in R can be found in (Rueckert 2015).

3.2 darch 0.9 and 0.10

The darch package was originally created and published on CRAN in 2013 by

Martin Drees and described in his master’s thesis (Drees 2013) as a native imple-

mentation of deep neural networks and corresponding learning algorithms in R. It

supports unsupervised RBM pre-training as well as fine-tuning using backpropa-

gation, RPROP, or conjugate gradients, and allows fine-grained control over every

aspect of the DNN and the training process via an exhaustive interface of getter and

setter functions. An example of the usage of darch 0.9 can be seen in listing 1.

Internally, darch 0.9 uses the S4 OO system, and its dependencies are, not

considering the methods package required for S4, ff 2.2-13 (Adler et al. 2014),

released under the GPL2, a package for efficient on-disk memory storage, and

futile.logger 1.4.1 (Rowe 2015), released under the LGPL 3, a logging utility

replacing the formerly used log4r package (White 2014).

While there was an interest in darch 0.9 it did not find wide-spread use com-

pared to other, similar packages and is not listed in many recent collections of deep

learning packages for R. The reasons for that include

• an unintuitive user interface. There is a standard interface for model fitting

algorithms, and a number of S3 generics provided by each of them, but darch

0.9 provides its own interface, the biggest problem of which is the difficult

configuration.

11http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/R6/, accessed 2016-05-28

http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/R6/
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• examples that are not working. There is a general lack of documentation on

the usage of darch 0.9, and the example provided does not work.

• bugs. While most things do work, there are a number of bugs, some more and

others less immediately visible.

These shortcomings were tackled in darch 0.10, which was developed in the

context of (Rueckert 2015) and released on CRAN shortly after. The primary goals

of the new version were

• providing a simpler, more intuitive and easy to use interface similar to that of

other packages performing similar tasks,

• adding additional examples and documentation to better illustrate the usage of

darch,

• and extending darch with new techniques which have been developed since

its last release or were not yet included (most importantly maxout and dropout).

The usage of the resulting new user interface is demonstrated in listing 2. While

darch 0.10 succeeded in reaching these goals, it fell short on demonstrating state-

of-the-art performance on relevant datasets and was only benchmarked using the

MNIST dataset–with the primary goal of comparing its performance to that of

darch 0.9.
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darch <- newDArch(layers=c(2,3,1), batchSize = 1)

layers <- getLayers(darch)

for(i in length(layers):1){

layers[[i]][[2]] <- sigmoidUnitDerivative

}

setLayers(darch) <- layers

setLearnRateBiases(darch) <- 1

setLearnRateWeights(darch) <- 1

setFineTuneFunction(darch) <- backpropagation

setMomentum(darch) <- .9

setFinalMomentum(darch) <- .9

inputs <- matrix(c(0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1), ncol=2, byrow=TRUE)

outputs <- matrix(c(0,1,1,0), nrow=4)

darch <- preTrainDArch(darch, inputs, maxEpoch=5)

darch <- fineTuneDArch(darch, inputs, outputs, maxEpoch=2000,

isBin=T, stopClassErr=100)↪→

darch <- getExecuteFunction(darch)(darch, inputs)

outputs <- getExecOutputs(darch)

cat(outputs[[length(outputs)]])

# Train set Mean-Sqared-Error 0.110416144348857

# Correct classifications on Train set 100 %

# The training is canceled:

# The new classification error (NA) is bigger than the max

classification error (100).↪→

# 0.1345503 0.7259665 0.6816268 0.4970965

Listing 1: XOR example using darch 0.9.
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# dataset

trainData <- matrix(c(0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1), ncol = 2, byrow = TRUE)

trainTargets <- matrix(c(0,1,1,0), nrow = 4)

darch <- darch(trainData, trainTargets,

rbm.numEpochs = 5,

rbm.trainOutputLayer = F,

layers = c(2,3,1),

darch.fineTuneFunction = backpropagation,

darch.layerFunctionDefault = sigmoidUnitDerivative,

darch.batchSize = 1,

darch.bootstrap = F,

darch.genWeightFunc = genWeightsExample,

darch.learnRateWeights = 1,

darch.learnRateBiases = 1,

darch.initialMomentum = .9,

darch.finalMomentum = .9,

darch.isBin = T,

darch.stopClassErr = 0,

darch.numEpochs = 1000,

gputools = F

)

predictions <- predict(darch, type="bin")

numCorrect <- sum(predictions == trainTargets)

cat(paste0("Correct classifications on all data: ", numCorrect, "

(", round(numCorrect / nrow(trainTargets) * 100, 2), "%)\n"))↪→

# Output:

# [...]

# Train set Mean-Squared-Error 0.11603811601842

# Classification error on Train set 25%

# Train set Mean-Squared-Error 0.114722968611934

# Classification error on Train set 0%

# The training is canceled:
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# The new classification error (0) on the training data is smaller

than or equal to the minimum classification error (0).↪→

# Fine-tuning finished

# [...]

# Correct classifications on all data: 4 (100%)

Listing 2: XOR example using darch 0.10.

3.3 darch dependencies

This section introduces the direct dependencies of darch, i.e. the packages which

will need to be installed to work with darch, as well as optional packages which

enhance darch or which are required for only specific parts of darch. The first

two packages, which are part of every R installation, are the methods and stats

packages, the fomer of which is necessary for the S4 OO system, while the latter

contains statistical functions. darch requires an R version of at least 3.2.0.

Additionally, darch depends on the following packages:

• The futile.logger12 (Rowe 2015) package, released under the terms of the

LGPL 3, which is used for advanced and flexible logging (version 1.4.1).

• For pre-processing (see section 2.2), the caret (Kuhn 2016) package is used,

which additionally provides “[m]iscellaneous functions for training and plot-

ting classification and regression models”13, and darch provides caret inte-

gration via the darchModelInfo() function (see section 4.5) which allows

tuning and analysis of darch models. It is released under the GPL 2 or later

(version 6.0-68).

• Plots (see section 4.4) are created using the popular ggplot214 (Wickham

2009) package, which is released under the GPL 2 (version 2.1.0).

12https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/futile.logger/, accessed

2016-05-28
13https://github.com/topepo/caret/, accessed 2016-05-28
14http://ggplot2.org/, accessed 2016-05-28

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/futile.logger/
https://github.com/topepo/caret/
http://ggplot2.org/
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• To integrate C++ code more easily into darch (see section 4.6), the Rcpp15

(Eddelbuettel et al. 2011) package is used, released under GPL 2 or later

(version 0.12.4).

Among the optional dependencies are

• the foreach16 (Weston et al. 2015) package (version 1.4.3), released under

the Apache License 2.0, used for parallel execution of darch() calls in

darchBench() (see section 4.2)

• the NeuralNetTools17 (Beck 2015) package (version 1.4.0), release under

CC0 into the public domain, used to visualize the architecture of darch

networks (see section 4.4)

• the gputools18 (Buckner et al. 2013) package (version 1.0), released under

GPL 3, used for fast GPU matrix multiplications (see section 4.6)

3.3.1 Licenses

The following list contains all licenses used by darch, its dependencies, and packages

used during development, as well as the packages which use them.

• The “GNU General Public License” version 2 (GPL-2)19: Used by darch,

ff, caret, ggplot2, devtools, roxygen2, stargazer, mlbench,

nnet, randomForest, e1071, and Rcpp.

• The “GNU General Public License” version 3 (GPL-3)20: Used by

darch, caret, devtools, roxygen2, profvis, stargazer, nnet,

randomForest, Rcpp, and gputools.

15http://www.rcpp.org/, accessed 2016-05-28
16https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/foreach/, accessed 2016-05-28
17https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/NeuralNetTools/, accessed

2016-05-28
18https://github.com/nullsatz/gputools/wiki, accessed 2016-05-28
19https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/GPL-2, accessed 2016-05-12
20https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/GPL-3, accessed 2016-05-12

http://www.rcpp.org/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/foreach/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/NeuralNetTools/
https://github.com/nullsatz/gputools/wiki
https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/GPL-2
https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/GPL-3
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• The “GNU Lesser General Public License” version 3 (LGPL-3)21: Used by

futile.logger.

• The “Apache License” version 2.022: Used by foreach.

• The “GNU Affero General Public License” version 3 (AGPL-3)23: Used by

RStudio.

• The “The MIT License”24: Used by testthat.

• The “Creative Commons Zero” version 1.0 (CC0)25: Used by

NeuralNetTools.

3.4 Development process

The darch project has been hosted on GitHub26, a platform which hosts git-

managed projects, ever since 2013, when Martin Drees first published it (Drees

2013). darch 0.10 started out as a fork called darch2, but since the original

darch was no longer actively developed, Martin Drees allowed the new changes

and extensions to happen under the original name and on the original repository.

The new version, a result of (Rueckert 2015), was released as darch 0.10 on

CRAN. While it did include a number of important new features, there was still

much to be done in terms of stability, documentation, and additional features.

darch 0.9 was among the first packages to support training of deep neural

networks with pre-training in 2013, but by 2015 it was arguably behind competing

packages in terms of features and usability, but interested users were still following

the status of the projects and as version 0.10 was published on CRAN, these users

21https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/LGPL-3, accessed 2016-05-12
22https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0, accessed 2016-05-12
23https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/AGPL-3, accessed 2016-05-12
24https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/MIT, accessed 2016-06-02
25https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/legalcode, ac-

cessed 2016-05-12
26https://github.com/, accessed 2016-05-28

https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/LGPL-3
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/AGPL-3
https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/MIT
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/legalcode
https://github.com/
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began to ask questions27,28, exposing a lack of documentation in darch 0.10, and

report bugs29,30, exposing a lack of extensive testing.

Development of darch happened in the RStudio IDE (RStudio Team 2015)

(version 0.99.879, released under the AGPLv3), which includes many helpful fea-

tures for package development like an advanced debugger, code completion, direct

code execution from the editor, integrated access to help documents, plots, and the

workspace, and many more. It was first released in early 2011, and it is a cross-

platform, open source project also available in a commercial edition and as a server

version, which lets people use RStudio from within a browser.

Important R packages which are not directly used by the darch package, but

only during its development or the creation of this thesis, include

• devtools version 1.11.0 (Wickham et al. 2015a), released under GPL 2 or later,

which eases package development by providing many helpful functions to

automate or accelerate common tasks like reloading a package, documenting

or testing the code, or checking the package,

• roxygen2 version 5.1.0 (Wickham et al. 2015b), released under GPL 2 or later,

which parses inline documentation and creates .Rd help files, and

• testthat version 1.0.0 (Wickham 2011), released under MIT license, which

provides functions for easy test creation and maintenance.

• profvis version 0.3.2 (Chang et al. 2016), released under GPL 3, is used for

the profiling in section 5.9.

• stargazer version 5.2 (Hlavac 2015), released under GPL 2 or later, is used to

create LATEX tables from R data.

• mlbench version 2.1-1 (Leisch et al. 2010), released under GPL 2, provides

the UCI benchmarks used in section 5.
27https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/5, accessed 2016-05-28
28https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/6, accessed 2016-05-28
29https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/8, accessed 2016-05-28
30https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/9, accessed 2016-05-28

https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/5
https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/6
https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/8
https://github.com/maddin79/darch/issues/9
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• nnet version 7.3-12 (Venables et al. 2002) and randomForest version 4.6-12

(Liaw et al. 2002), both released under GPL 2 or later, as well as e1071 version

1.6-7 (Meyer et al. 2015), released under GPL 2, are used for the comparison

benchmarks in section 5.
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4 darch 1.0: Toward State-of-the-Art Deep Learn-

ing

Building on the basis of darch 0.10, the main goals of darch 1.0 are

• adding further features making more recent techniques, algorithms, and best

practices from Deep Learning research available in darch,

• continuing to extend, improve, and document the user interface functions,

• and improving the overall performance of darch (see section 4.6).

This section describes the current state of darch and aims to provide extensive

documentation of user interface functions and features in darch 1.0. It is struc-

turally similar to section 2, where scientific background on the different features is

given.

4.1 darch()

At the heart of the darch package is the darch() function. It does up to four

things:

1. Create a new DArch instance if none was passed via the darch parameter

2. Configure the DArch instance according to the darch() parameters

3. Perform unsupervised pre-training if rbm.numEpochs > 0

4. Perform fine-tuning if darch.numEpochs > 0

All but the second step are optional, so that the darch() function can be used

to only train or re-configure a DNN if desired. Note, however, that a valid dataset

has to be to be provided in all cases. Table 1 shows the complete list of darch()

parameters and their default values. Unless an error occurred, a DArch instance is

returned, which contains, among others, the following user-relevant slots, accessible

via obj@slot:
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epochs The number of epochs this model has been trained for. When the training

was configured to return the best model (darch.returnBestModel),

this number may be lower than the overall number of training epochs

(darch.numEpochs).

stats A list of error and timing stats, used when creating plots with plot() (see

section 4.4).

parameters A complete list of darch() parameters, as well as additional pa-

rameter used internally, e.g., by the fine-tuning functions. Most of these will

be printed when using print() (see section 4.4).

In addition to these, there are a number of slots containing variables which

change during training, like the learning rate, or functions which are frequently used

during training, like the error function.

Table 1: All darch() parameters and their default values, with references to the

sections in which they are described.

Parameter Default value

x –

y –

xValid NULL

yValid NULL

layers 10

logLevel NULL

retainData FALSE

seed NULL

shuffleTrainData TRUE

Described in section 4.1.1

preProc.factorToNumeric FALSE

preProc.factorToNumeric.targets FALSE

preProc.fullRank TRUE
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preProc.fullRank.targets FALSE

preProc.orderedToFactor.targets TRUE

preProc.params FALSE

preProc.targets FALSE

Described in section 4.1.2

bootstrap FALSE

bootstrap.unique TRUE

bootstrap.num 0

Described in section 4.1.3

generateWeightsFunction generateWeightsGlorotUniform

weights.max 0.1

weights.mean 0

weights.min -0.1

weights.sd 0.01

Described in section 4.1.4

rbm.allData FALSE

rbm.batchSize 1

rbm.consecutive TRUE

rbm.errorFunction mseError

rbm.lastLayer 0

rbm.learnRate 1

rbm.learnRateScale 1

rbm.numCD 1

rbm.numEpochs 0

rbm.unitFunction sigmoidUnitRbm

Described in section 4.1.5

darch.batchSize 1

darch.errorFunction crossEntropyError
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darch.isClass TRUE

darch.numEpochs 100

darch.returnBestModel TRUE

darch.returnBestModel.validationErrorFactor 1− e−1

darch.stopClassErr -Inf

darch.stopErr -Inf

darch.stopValidClassErr -Inf

darch.stopValidErr -Inf

darch.trainLayers T

darch NULL

Described in section 4.1.6

darch.fineTuneFunction backpropagation

bp.learnRate 1

bp.learnRateScale 1

cg.length 2

cg.switchLayers 1

rprop.decFact 0.5

rprop.incFact 1.2

rprop.initDelta 0.0125

rprop.maxDelta 50

rprop.method iRprop+

rprop.minDelta 1e-06

Described in section 4.1.7

darch.elu.alpha 1

darch.maxout.poolSize 2

darch.maxout.unitFunction linearUnit

darch.unitFunction sigmoidUnit

darch.weightUpdateFunction weightDecayWeightUpdate

Described in section 4.1.8
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darch.dither FALSE

darch.dropout 0

darch.dropout.dropConnect FALSE

darch.dropout.momentMatching 0

darch.dropout.oneMaskPerEpoch FALSE

darch.weightDecay 0

rbm.weightDecay 2e-04

normalizeWeights FALSE

normalizeWeightsBound 15

Described in section 4.1.9

darch.finalMomentum 0.9

darch.initialMomentum 0.5

darch.momentumRampLength 1

darch.nesterovMomentum TRUE

rbm.finalMomentum 0.9

rbm.initialMomentum 0.5

rbm.momentumRampLength 1

Described in section 4.1.10

autosave FALSE

autosave.epochs ‖darch.numEpochs
20 ‖

autosave.dir ./darch.autosave

autosave.trim FALSE

Described in section 4.1.11

4.1.1 Network configuration

Technically, the darch() function has only two required parameters: x and y (or

data), through which the dataset is defined. Through S3 generics, darch() offers

two ways to specify a dataset:
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• Using a formula (x) and data.frame (data), through the

darch.formula() function. The R formula interface allows the speci-

fication of columns to be used for model fitting. Simple examples include

class∼ . (use all columns to predict column class), class∼ a+b (use columns

a and b to predict class), or class ∼ .− b (use all columns but b to predict

class). For further information, refer to the R documentation on formula31

• Using x and ymatrices or data.frames, through the darch.default()

function

Additionally, there is a function which allows using a DataSet instance

(darch.DataSet()), which is used internally. Listing 3 shows both ways of

specifying the dataset using the iris dataset. All functions also support providing

validation data through the parameters xValid and yValid (when using the for-

mula interface, validation data can be passed to the xValid parameter, yValid is

not used).

data(iris)

modelFormula <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, xValid = NULL)

modelDefault <- darch(iris[, 1:4], iris[, 5], xValid = NULL,

yValid = NULL)↪→

Listing 3: The two main ways of specifying a dataset to be used with darch().

Validation data parameters can be omitted when not applicable.

The next important parameter is layers (10 by default, which results in a

network with one hidden layer containing 10 neurons), which specifies the network

structure. This is a vector, with each entry containing the number of neurons in

that particular layer. When passing a scalar, the number of neurons in the input and

output layer are determined automatically if possible, and the layers parameter is

taken as the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Since the number of neurons in

the input layer can always be determined automatically based on the dataset, it can

31http://www.inside-r.org/r-doc/stats/formula, accessed 2016-05-28

http://www.inside-r.org/r-doc/stats/formula
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be set to any number (e.g., 0, as in the example below) and the darch() function

will automatically correct this value. The same is true for the output layer when

target data were provided or when training an autoencoder. Listing 4 shows some

examples of how the layers parameter can be used.

data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, c(4, 10, 3))

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, c(0, 10, 0))

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, 10)

Listing 4: Three ways of creating a three-layer network with 4, 10, and 3 neurons.

Further global parameters include

• shuffleTrainData (TRUE by default): whether to randomly change the

order of training samples before each epoch.

• seed (NULL by default): If something different than NULL is given, this value

will be used to initialize the RNG, using set.seed(), to allow reproducible

training runs.

• retainData (FALSE by default): whether to store the dataset as part of

the trained model. For big datasets, enabling this will result in huge DArch

objects.

• logLevel (NULL by default): which log level to use, NULL will not

change the currently active log level. Possible values include, from least

to most verbose: FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, and TRACE (the

first and last level are not used by darch). These can be specified as

type character or by directly referencing the constants (note that when

the futile.logger package is not attached, they have to be referred

to as, e.g., futile.logger::INFO). Refer to the documentation of the

futile.logger package for more information on logging settings.

Listing 5 shows an example using these parameters.
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data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params = list(method =

c("center", "scale")), shuffleTrainData = FALSE, retainData

= TRUE, logLevel = "WARN")

↪→

↪→

Listing 5: Example using the parameters shuffleTrainData, retainData,

and logLevel.

4.1.2 Pre-processing and data augmentation

For pre-processing, darch uses the caret package (Kuhn 2016). Pre-processing

consists of three steps. First, factors in the input and target data are converted

according to the parameters:

• preProc.factorToNumeric (FALSE by default): whether all fac-

tors should be converted to numeric (preProc.factorToNumeric-

.targets, which is also FALSE by default, is used for the target data)

• preProc.orderedToFactor.targets (TRUE by default): whether

ordered factors in the target data should be converted to simple factors (techni-

cally, the R object representing the target column is stripped of the ordered

class). When this is not enabled, ordered factors cannot be used as targets for

classification tasks due to the way caret pre-processes them.

Second, the caret::preProcess() function is called on the dataset using

the parameters passed to the darch() function via preProc.params (FALSE

by default, use a list of parameters to enable, see listing 6 for an example). Non-

numeric data (i.e. factors not converted in the first step) are ignored in this step.

For the target data (parameter preProc.targets, FALSE by default, TRUE to

enable), only centering and scaling is supported, as these transformations have to

be reverted when predictions are returned from the network – implementing this for

more complex transformations is outside of the scope of this work and usually neither

desirable nor useful. If more sophisticated target data pre-processing is desired, it

must be done before passing the data to the darch() function.
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caret pre-processing supports a variety of different techniques, among them:

• Power transformations like Box-Cox or Yeo-Johnson, as well as exponential

transformation and simple linear transformation (centering and scaling)

• Imputation of missing values using k-NN, bagging, or median values

• Dimensionality reduction using PCA and ICA

• Removal of predictors with (near) zero variance

Some of these are described shortly in section 2.2, for more details on the possible

values and their effects, refer to the caret documentation32.

Third, the caret::dummyVars() function is used to convert remaining fac-

tors (1-of-n coding). Here, the two parameters preProc.fullRank (TRUE by de-

fault) and preProc.fullRank.targets (FALSE by default) control whether

full rank parametrization is used for the data and targets, respectively. To offer a

simple example, when using a target variable with two levels, setting preProc-

.fullRank.targets to TRUE will produce one output column as opposed to

two. Refer to the documentation of caret::dummyVars()33 for more informa-

tion on full rank parametrization.

4.1.3 Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping (Efron et al. 1993) can be enabled by setting the bootstrap (FALSE

by default) parameter to TRUE. It is a resampling method which creates a new training

set by sampling with replacement from the original dataset until the new training set

contains as many samples as the original dataset. The samples which are not part

of the new training set are used to form a validation set. Note that bootstrapping is

automatically disabled when validation data is passed to darch(), regardless of

the bootstrap setting.

32https://topepo.github.io/caret/preprocess.html, accessed 20160-06-02
33http://www.inside-r.org/packages/cran/caret/docs/dummyVars,

accessed 2016-06-02

https://topepo.github.io/caret/preprocess.html
http://www.inside-r.org/packages/cran/caret/docs/dummyVars
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library(mlbench)

data(iris)

modelIris <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params = list(method

= c("center", "scale")), preProc.fullRank.targets = TRUE)↪→

data(PimaIndiansDiabetes2)

modelPima <- darch(diabetes ~ ., PimaIndiansDiabetes2,

preProc.params = list(method = c("center", "scale",

"knnImpute")))

↪→

↪→

Listing 6: Two examples of passing caret::preProcess parameters to

darch().

The parameter bootstrap.unique (TRUE by default) controls whether the

new training set should be reduced to contain only unique samples or whether the

size of the training set should be kept the same as the original dataset.

In some situations it may be desirable to simply draw a fixed number of

samples from the dataset to create the partitioning, this is supported via the

bootstrap.num (0 by default) parameter. If given a number greater than 0,

the bootstrapping described above will be replaced by a sampling without replace-

ment of size bootstrap.num from the dataset. The remaining samples will be

used as the validation set. Listing 7 demonstrates some possible bootstrapping

configurations.

data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, bootstrap = T)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, bootstrap = T, bootstrap.unique

= F)↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, bootstrap = T, bootstrap.num =

100)↪→

Listing 7: Three examples of different bootstrapping configurations.
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4.1.4 Weight initialization

darch provides two basic weight initialization functions. First, generate-

WeightsNormal(), which initializes the weights using the normal distribution

W ∼N (m,s2) (35)

where m and s correspond to the darch() parameters weights.mean (0

by default) and weights.sd (0.01 by default). Second, generateWeights-

Uniform(), which uses the following uniform distribution to initialize the weights:

W ∼ U(a,b) (36)

a and b correspond to the parameters weights.min (−0.1 by default) and

weights.max (0.1 by default). In addition to these functions, there are four

variations using the initializations from (Glorot et al. 2010) and (He et al. 2015b)

(see section 2.3) which use either uniform or normal distributions with different

parameters as seen in table 2 (n j is the number of neurons in the first of the two

layers associated with the initialized weight matrix).

Table 2: List of all available weight initialization functions.

Function name Weight initialization

generateWeightsNormal W ∼N (m,s2)

generateWeightsUniform W ∼ U(a,b)
generateWeightsGlorotNormal W ∼N (m, 2

n j+n j+1
)

generateWeightsGlorotUniform W ∼ U(− 6
n j+n j+1

, 6
n j+n j+1

)

generateWeightsHeNormal W ∼N (m,
√

2
n j

2
)

generateWeightsHeUniform W ∼ U(−
√

6
n j

2
,
√

6
n j

2
)
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data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, generateWeightsFunction =

"generateWeightsGlorotNormal", weights.mean = 0.1)↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, generateWeightsFunction =

"generateWeightsUniform", weights.min = -0.5, weights.max =

0.5)

↪→

↪→

Listing 8: Examples using different weight initialization settings.

4.1.5 Pre-training

As an alternative or in addition to the above-mentioned weight initialization tech-

niques, layer-wise unsupervised pre-training can be used to initialize the weights for

fine-tuning (see section 2.4). For every combination of two adjacent layers, an RBM

is trained for rbm.numEpochs (0 by default) number of epochs. The parameter

rbm.allData (FALSE by default) controls whether validation data (if available)

should be used for pre-training in addition to the training data.

Depending on the task and dataset, it may not be desirable to train all layers in

this way – for most classification tasks, for example, not pre-training the last RBM

(between the second-to-last and last layer) improves convergence, since unsupervised

training of the classification layer rarely leads to useful results in regards to the actual

labels. To control which layers are going to be trained, the rbm.lastLayer (0 by

default) parameter can be used. It is an offset relative to the last layer (i.e., 0 would

train all RBMs, −1 all but the last) or an absolute layer number (i.e. i would train all

RBMs up to and including the one comprised of the layers i and i+1, but not the

ones above that) specifying the last layer to be trained as an RBM.

In this context, the rbm.consecutive (TRUE by default) parameter controls

whether the RBMs are to be trained consecutively, one at a time for the given number

of epochs (TRUE), or whether each RBM is to be trained for only one epoch at a

time (FALSE).

Each training epoch consists of training the current RBM on batches of data, the

size of which depends on the rbm.batchSize (1 by default) parameter, using
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the contrastive divergence algorithm described in section 2.4. The number of CD

steps performed can be changed using the rbm.numCD (1 by default) parameter.

Increasing this number will severely increase the time needed for pre-training,

especially for small batch sizes. The parameters rbm.learnRate (1 by default)

and rbm.learnRateScale (1 by default) can be used to control the impact of

the pre-training (with a similar effect as increasing the number of epochs trained),

i.e. how far away from the initial, random weights the pre-trained network will be

(see section 4.1.10).

The parameters rbm.errorFunction (mseError() by default, see param-

eter darch.errorFunction for possible values) and rbm.unitFunction

(sigmoidUnitRbm() by default) define the error and activation functions. The

error function, in the same way as for fine-tuning, does not have an impact on the

training performance, but is only used to give a measure of the overall training

progress. It is important to note that the pre-trained weights are specific to the

unit function, i.e. pre-training a network using the sigmoidUnitRbm() and fine-

tuning it with a linear unit function will not lead to good results. Support for other

pre-training unit functions is currently experimental and has not shown good results

so far.

There are two more RBM-specific parameters, rbm.unitFunction and

rbm.updateFunction, which will be left at their default value for almost all

training scenarios. There are alternative unit functions, but they are more experimen-

tal in nature and may or may not work in practice. Other parameters, like the learn

rate, momentum, weight decay, or weight normalization exist for both pre-training

and fine-tuning and will be explained in later sections.

Listing 9 shows a simple example with pre-training enabled.

4.1.6 Fine-tuning

After the DArch instance has been configured and, optionally, pre-trained, it is

fine-tuned using one of the available fine-tuning functions (more on those in the

next section) if darch.numEpochs (100 by default) is greater than 0. Each

epoch consists of training the network on batches of samples. The batch size can
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data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params = list(method =

c("center", "scale")), bootstrap = T, rbm.numEpochs = 10,

rbm.batchSize = 5, rbm.lastLayer = -1, rbm.allData = T,

rbm.numCD = 2, rbm.learnRate = 0.1, rbm.learnRateScale =

0.998, rbm.errorFunction = "rmseError")

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

Listing 9: An example showing how to enable pre-training.

be changed using the darch.batchSize (1 by default) parameter. After each

batch, the weights of the network are updated. Weights on individual layers can be

frozen using the darch.trainLayers (TRUE by default) parameter which, for

a network with n layers, expects a logical vector of length 1 (either TRUE or FALSE,

enables or disables training for all layers) or n−1 (one entry for each layer but the

input layer).

At the end of each epoch, the network error is printed. The function used for the

calculation of the error can be configured using the darch.errorFunction (by

default crossEntropyError() for classification problems and mseError()

otherwise) parameter. The available error functions (see section 2.7) are:

• Mean squared error (mseError())

• Root mean squared error (rmseError())

• Cross-entropy error (crossEntropyError())

Note that the choice of error function does not affect the fine-tuning (with the

exception of the iRprop+ method of the RPROP algorithm) function. In addition

to the raw network error, the classification error is printed if darch.isClass

(TRUE by default) is TRUE.

While fine-tuning runs for the number of epochs specified via

darch.numEpochs by default, there are several conditions which, when

met, will cancel the training process. First, there are four parameters which cancel

the training upon reaching a specific level of raw or classification error on the

training or validation set (classification errors are given in percent):
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• darch.stopErr for the raw error on the training set,

• darch.stopClassErr for the classification error on the training set,

• darch.stopValidErr for the raw error in the validation set, and

• darch.stopValidClassErr for the classification error on the validation

set.

The training will be canceled when the actual error values are smaller than or

equal to the given parameter values – by default, all of these parameters are set to

negative infinity so as to never trigger. To allow the training to be stopped from the

outside without interrupting the R process (and losing the training results since the

last auto-save), the fine-tuning function looks for a file called DARCH_CANCEL in

the working directory after each epoch and cancels the training if it was found (the

contents of the file are not relevant).

When the fine-tuning finishes, the final model is returned. Depending on the

darch.returnBestModel (TRUE by default) parameter, this will be the best

or the last model found during training. The best model is the model with the

lowest error E according to the following formula, where f is the parameter darch-

.returnBestModel.validationErrorFactor (1− e−1 ≈ 0.632 by de-

fault), et and ev are the raw training and validation errors (e.g. MSE), and ct and cv

are the training and validation classification errors:

E =



et , if regression and no validation data provided

(1− f )et + f ev, if regression and validation data provided

ct , if classification and no validation data provided

(1− f )ct + f cv, if classification and validation data provided

(37)

Additionally, when two models have the same error value according to the third

or fourth line above, the first or second line is used to determine which one is better.

This implements a form of retroactive early stopping (see section 2.8), where the

training is not really stopped early, but the best model, i.e. the point after which
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no improvement was seen and the training could have been stopped, is chosen and

returned at the end of the training process. Unlike regular early stopping, no complex

detection of negative error rate development is necessary to determine the point at

which to stop training.

To continue the fine-tuning of an existing model, the parameter darch (NULL

by default) can be used. If a DArch instance is provided, it will be configured and

fine-tuned according to the darch() parameters (parameters not provided will be

overwritten by the defaults). Note that pre-training must be disabled for this to work,

since pre-training is a form of weight initialization which will reset the network.

Listing 10 shows an example using some of the described parameters.

data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, bootstrap = T, darch.numEpochs =

10, darch.trainLayers = c(FALSE, TRUE), darch.batchSize = 6)↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, bootstrap = T, darch.numEpochs =

10, darch.trainLayers = c(TRUE, FALSE), darch.batchSize = 10,

darch = model)

↪→

↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, bootstrap = T, darch.numEpochs =

80, darch.batchSize = 3, darch.errorFunction = rmseError,

darch.stopValidClassErr = 0, darch = model,

darch.returnBestModel.validationErrorFactor = 1)

↪→

↪→

↪→

Listing 10: Three-step training process using different batch sizes and stopping at a

validation error of 0.

4.1.7 Fine-tuning functions

For fine-tuning, one of three algorithms (see section 2.5) can be used (darch-

.fineTuneFunction parameter): Backpropagation (backpropagation(),

default), RPROP (rpropagation()), and CG (minimizeClassifier()

and minimizeAutoencoder()).

Backpropagation, available through the backpropagation() function, is the

default fine-tuning algorithm. It supports a learn rate (parameter bp.learnRate,
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1 by default) which can be scaled using the parameter bp.learnRateScale

(1 by default), as well as a momentum term (see section 4.1.10) and dropout (see

section 4.1.9). The learn rate can be configured on a per-layer basis, simply pass

a numeric vector with an entry for each layer of the network to achieve a different

learn rate for each layer.

RPROP, an algorithm very similar to backpropagation and available through

the rpropagation() function, supports the same set of regularization param-

eters, but instead of a learn rate, the two parameters rprop.decFact (0.5 by

default) and rprop.incFact (1.2 by default) control how fast weight updates

grow and shrink. Values closer to 1 (below 1 for rprop.decFact and above

1 for rprop.incFact) provide slower and more stable convergence, while

values further away from 1 lead to faster but more unstable convergence. The

delta, i.e. the absolute weight change, can be controlled with the three parame-

ters rprop.initDelta (initial delta, 0.0125 by default), rprop.minDelta

(minimum delta, 10−6 by default), and rprop.maxDelta (maximum delta, 50 by

default). The four RPROP variations described in section 2.5 are available through

the parameter rprop.method (iRprop+ by default), the possible values are

Rprop+, Rprop-, iRprop+, and iRprop-.

CG is supported through two functions: minimizeAutoencoder() and

minimizeClassifier(). minimizeAutoencoder() allows unsuper-

vised training of an autoencoder network, i.e. a network with the same number

of neurons in the first and last layer, which reconstructs the input after compressing

it in a code layer. It supports the parameter cg.length (2 by default), which is the

maximum number of line searches when positive and its absolute the maximum num-

ber of allowed function evaluations when negative. minimizeClassifier() is

only slightly different and supports training of classification networks. In addition to

cg.length, it expects the parameter cg.switchLayers, which indicates after

how many epochs the whole network, as opposed to only the last two layers, is to be

trained. Neither CG function supports momentum terms, but both support dropout.

Listing 11 shows how the different fine-tuning functions can be used.
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data(iris)

preProc <- list(method = c("center", "scale"))

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params = preProc,

darch.fineTuneFunction = "backpropagation", bp.learnRate = 2,

bp.learnRateScale = 0.998)

↪→

↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params = preProc,

darch.batchSize = 30, darch.fineTuneFunction = "rpropagation",

rprop.incFact = 1.2, rprop.decFact = 0.5, rprop.initDelta =

0.01, rprop.method = "iRprop+")

↪→

↪→

↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params = preProc,

darch.batchSize = 6, darch.fineTuneFunction =

"minimizeClassifier", cg.length = 4, cg.switchLayers = 5)

↪→

↪→

Listing 11: Example using the different fine-tuning functions.

4.1.8 Unit functions

The following unit – or activation – functions, also described in section 2.6, are

available in darch:

linearUnit The linear unit function simply passes on its input, which can lead to

very large activations especially in networks with many layers and neurons.

Activating weight normalization is recommended.

rectifiedLinearUnit The rectified linear unit introduces a non-linearity through its

behavior for inputs below 0, and is a very successful and popular activation

function.

softplusUnit The softplus activation function is a smooth approximation of the

rectified linear unit.

exponentialLinearUnit The exponential linear unit functions extends the ReLU

by a saturating component for negative values. Its hyper-parameter α can be

changed using the darch.elu.alpha (1 by default) parameter.

softmaxUnit The softmax activation function is predominantly used for the out-

put layer of classification networks, as it models class label probabilities by
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squashing the input to a vector of sum 1.

sigmoidUnit Squashing its inputs to the range [0,1] and providing non-linearity,

the sigmoid activation function is still a popular choice with backpropagation.

Also useful for the network output when softmax is not an option, and positive

outputs, or outputs in the range [0,1], are desired.

tanhUnit Similar to and generally better than the sigmoid activation function is the

hyperbolic tangent activation function, which squashes its inputs to [−1,1].

The unit activation functions can be changed through the darch.unit-

Function (sigmoidUnit by default) parameter, which accepts a single acti-

vation function (which will be used for all layers) or a vector of activation functions

(one entry for each layer after the input layer). Alternatively, all parameters that

accept multiple values can be passed as deparsed values, i.e. a character vector of

length 1, to allow parameters to be stored in data frames.

In addition to these activation functions, which require no further configuration

or changes, there is the maxoutUnit() function, which represents two different

activation functions: maxout and local-winner-takes-all (LWTA). Both are described

in section 2.6.4. When trying to use LWTA, it is enough to specify maxoutUnit()

as the activation function, just like with the above functions. When using maxout,

however, the parameter darch.weightUpdateFunction (weightDecay-

WeightUpdate() by default) has to be changed. It behaves like the above-

mentioned darch.unitFunction parameter in that it either accepts one function

or a vector of functions. Unlike the unit functions, it accepts one function for each

weight matrix, not for each layer. When using maxout, the weight update functions

for the weight matrices above the layers in which maxout is used needs to be

changed to maxoutWeightUpdate(). The maxout pool size can be configured

via darch.maxout.poolSize (2 by default). See listing 12 for examples using

different activation functions.
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data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, darch.unitFunction =

c(linearUnit, softmaxUnit), bp.learnRate = 0.01)↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, darch.unitFunction =

"sigmoidUnit")↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, c(0, 30, 0), darch.unitFunction

= c(maxoutUnit, softmaxUnit), darch.maxout.poolSize = 3,

darch.maxout.unitFunction = "sigmoidUnit",

darch.weightUpdateFunction = c(weightDecayWeightUpdate,

maxoutWeightUpdate))

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

Listing 12: IRIS classification network with different activation functions.

4.1.9 Regularization

Weight decay and weight normalization (see section 2.8) are supported by all learn-

ing algorithms except CG. Weight decay (parameters rbm.weightDecay and

darch.weightDecay, both 0 by default) decreases all weights by a percentage

during each weight update, effectively reducing weights that receive no updates

to 0 eventually. Weight normalization (parameters normalizeWeights and

normalizeWeightsBound, FALSE and 15 by default), on the other hand, en-

forces an upper bound on the L2 norm of each weight vector to prevent exploding

weights and associated numerical problems. Another simple form of regularization

is early stopping, implemented via the parameter darch.returnBestModel,

which is described in section 4.1.6.

Dropout and DropConnect (see section 2.8.1) are regularization techniques

which manipulate the weights of the network (both dropout and DropConnect), or

the training data (input dropout). They are supported by all fine-tuning algorithms.

Both dropout and DropConnect use the parameter darch.dropout (0 by

default), which contains the dropout rates for the input and hidden layers. If a

single value is given, it is taken to be the dropout rate for the hidden layers, and

input dropout is set to 0. DropConnect can be activated by setting the parameter

darch.dropout.dropConnect (FALSE by default) to TRUE. The possible
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lengths of the darch.dropout parameter depend on whether DropConnect was

activated or not, due to the fact that dropout uses one mask for each hidden layer

(e.g., one mask for a network with three layers), while DropConnect uses one mask

for each weight matrix between two layers (e.g., two masks for a network with three

layers). In addition to this, both dropout and DropConnect support optional input

dropout. Valid lengths for the darch.dropout parameter in a network with n

layers are thus: 1, n−2, and n−1 for dropout; 1, n−1, n for DropConnect. The

third possible length in both cases can be explained the omission of the input dropout,

which will automatically be added as 0 if missing. Table 3 shows an example for the

different ways of specifying the dropout rates.

Table 3: Example for possible darch.dropout values and their effect in a network

with two hidden layers.

darch.dropout darch.dropConnect
Effective dropout /

DropConnect rates

0.5 FALSE c(0, 0.5, 0.5)

0.5 TRUE c(0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)

c(0.25, 0.25) FALSE c(0, 0.25, 0.25)

c(0.25, 0.25) TRUE c(0, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

c(0.1, 0.25, 0.25) FALSE c(0.1, 0.25, 0.25)

c(0.1, 0.25, 0.25) TRUE c(0.1, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

Usually, new dropout masks are generated for each mini-batch. This can be dis-

abled by setting the parameter darch.dropout.oneMaskPerEpoch (FALSE

by default) to TRUE, which will result in the same dropout mask being used for all

mini-batches, and new masks only being generated before each epoch.

DropConnect also introduces a new inference technique, which is available via

the darch.dropout.momentMatching (0 by default) parameter. When this

value is greater than 0, it defines how many iterations of moment matching are

performed instead of the usual dropout inference.
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Dither (see section 2.8.2) can be activated via the darch.dither parameter

(defaults to FALSE), and will add a uniform random value bounded by the variance

in the data to each value in the training set, excluding columns which contain only

two unique values (i.e. the result of factor conversions). Dither does not use per-

column variances, so it is most useful for image datasets and datasets where all data

is scaled to have similar values.

Listing 13 shows examples using different regularization techniques and configu-

rations.

data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, normalizeWeights = T,

normalizeWeightsBound = 5, darch.dropout = 0.2, darch.dither

= T, darch.weightDecay = 0.0001)

↪→

↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, darch.batchSize = 6,

darch.dropout = c(0.1, 0.2, 0.2), darch.dropout.dropConnect =

T, darch.weightDecay = 0.0001)

↪→

↪→

Listing 13: Two examples using different regularization configurations.

4.1.10 Momentum and learning rate

Momentum terms (see section 2.5) are supported during pre-training (parameters

rbm.initialMomentum, rbm.finalMomentum, and rbm.momentum-

RampLength, set to 0.5, 0.9, and 1 by default) and by both backpropagation and

RPROP (parameters darch.initialMomentum, darch.finalMomentum,

and darch.momentumRampLength, also set to 0.5, 0.9, and 1 by default).

The latter also support the NAG (see section 2.5) through the parameter darch-

.nesterovMomentum (TRUE by default).

The momentum ramp length indicates at which point during training the momen-

tum should reach the finalMomentum value, as a value between 0 (the momentum

is set to finalMomentum at the start of the training) and 1 (the momentum lin-

early moves from initialMomentum to finalMomentum over the course of

the training (see figure 10).
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Figure 10: Example of momentum progression over 10 epochs for different momen-

tum ramp length settings, with an initial momentum of 0.5 and a final momentum of

0.9.

The learn rate, supported during pre-training (parameter rbm.learnRate

and rbm.learnRateScale) and backpropagation fine-tuning (parameters

bp.learnRate and bp.learnRateScale) is scaled by both the momentum

m and the learnRateScale parameter s so that the learn rate li can be calculated

as

li = linit ∗ si ∗ (1−mi) (38)

where linit is the initial learn rate, and mi is the momentum for epoch i, which is

calculated as

mi = min(
minit +(m f inal−minit)∗ (i−1)

(n−1)∗ r
,m f inal). (39)

In the special cases of momentumRampLength r = 0 or overall epochs n≤ 1,

it is mi = m f inal∀i ∈ 1, . . . ,n. Listing 14 shows examples with different momentum
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settings.

data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, darch.initialMomentum = 0,

darch.finalMomentum = 0.99, darch.momentumRampLength = 0.75)↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, darch.initialMomentum = 0.5,

darch.finalMomentum = 0.9, darch.momentumRampLength = 0.5,

darch.nesterovMomentum = FALSE)

↪→

↪→

Listing 14: Examples using different momentum settings.

4.1.11 Auto-saving

Auto-saving is available through the parameters autosave (FALSE by default),

autosave.dir (./darch.autosave by default), and autosave.epochs

(‖darch.numEpochs
20 ‖ by default). This will periodically save the DArch instance to the

directory given in autosave.dir. Given the values in listing 15, for example,

it will be saved every 10 epochs to the file autosave_XXX.net in the directory

autosave.dir, where XXX is replaced by the current epoch. Additionally, the

final model (which is either the last or the best model found, depending on the

parameter darch.returnBestModel, see section 4.1.6) will be saved at the

end of the training process. In the example it is also shown how to load an auto-saved

model and continue training with it. Existing auto-save files will be overwritten

without warning. The parameter autosave.trim (FALSE by default) controls

whether the written models should have their dataset (and dataset parameters) and

layer weights removed, making the resulting files much smaller. At the same time,

the models become no longer usable with the functions darch(), predict(),

and darchTest() (plotting and printing will still work). This parameter is more

destructive than retainData (see section 4.1.1), since retainData only re-

moves the actual dataset, leaving the dataset parameters (like pre-processing options)

intact so that the model can still be used for further training and predictions.
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data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, autosave = T, autosave.dir =

"./darch.autosave", autosave.epochs = 10, autosave.trim = F)↪→

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris, darch =

local(get(load("./darch.autosave/autosave_100.net"))))↪→

Listing 15: IRIS example with auto-saving enabled. The current model will be saved

to the directory ./darch.autosave after every 10 epochs. After that, the last

model is loaded and training is continued.

4.2 Benchmarking: darchBench()

In addition to model tuning with caret (see section 4.5), darch provides its

own benchmarking function which wraps around the darch() function. In

fact, simply changing the function called from darch() to darchBench()

will work, as there are no additional required parameters. darchBench() calls

darch(), with the same set of parameters, bench.times (1 by default) times

and returns a list of DArch instances. These instances can also be saved us-

ing the parameters bench.save (FALSE by default), specifying whether to

save the benchmark results as .net files in the directory given via bench.dir

(./darch.benchmark by default). Should this directory already exist, the new

results can simply be appended to the existing ones if bench.continue (TRUE

by default) is enabled, or the directory can be emptied if bench.delete (FALSE

by default) is enabled. Note: Enabling this will delete all files in the directory given

in bench.dir! If both bench.continue and bench.delete are FALSE

and the directory given in bench.dir already exists, darchBench() will abort

with an error. To capture the output of the training process in addition to its result,

the parameter output.capture can be used (same value as bench.save by

default). This parameter will be ignored if bench.save is FALSE.

darchBench() requires the foreach package, which allows multiple runs

to be executed in parallel (if a parallel back end was registered). Another side-

effect of using foreach in parallel mode is that the output of darch() is not
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printed to the R console anymore. Note that, by default, no parallel back end is

registered and foreach will run sequentially. Parallel back ends, e.g. using the

doParallel package, need to be registered manually to use parallel execution.

Refer to the foreach documentation for more details (Weston et al. 2015). To

achieve reproducible runs, the parameter bench.seeds can be used. It expects a

vector of RNG initialization sequences with at least bench.times entries (if there

are fewer, the seeds are rejected with a warning and new ones are generated). These

are passed directly to darch() using the seed parameter described in section

4.1.1. Alternatively, the package doRNG34, (Gaujoux 2014) can be used. Simply

call doRNG::registerDoRNG(seed) after registering a parallel or sequential

back end for foreach.

The log level can be changed with the parameter bench.logLevel, which

behaves in the same way as the parameter logLevel for darch(), but is in effect

before entering the darch() function for the first time. Note that the log level

set via bench.logLevel is inherited and used for all darch() runs unless the

parameter logLevel, which will be passed on to darch(), is explicitly provided

as well.

Summarizing, the supported parameters of darchBench() are

bench.times The number of times to execute darch() (default 1)

bench.save Whether to store the benchmark results to disk (default FALSE)

bench.dir Where to store the benchmark results (default ./darch.benchmark)

bench.continue Whether to continue from an earlier benchmark (default TRUE)

bench.delete Whether to permit deletion of files in the bench.dir directory

(default FALSE, enable with caution)

bench.seeds A vector of seeds for the benchmark runs (default NULL)

output.capture Whether to store the output of the runs in addition to the resulting

DArch instances (defaults to the same value as bench.save)
34https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/doRNG/, accessed 2016-05-28

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/doRNG/
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bench.logLevel The log level to be used for benchmarking (default NULL)

Listing 16 shows a simple example for the use of darchBench.

data(iris)

model <- darchBench(Species ~ ., iris, preProc.params =

list(method = c("center", "scale")), darch.unitFunction =

c(tanhUnit, softmaxUnit), darch.numEpochs = 10, bench.times =

10, bench.save = T, bench.dir = "./darch.benchmark")

↪→

↪→

↪→

Listing 16: Example using darchBench for 10 runs with output storage enabled.

4.3 predict() and darchTest()

predict() is a generic function from the stats package, generally used for

predicting results of model fitting functions. For darch, this function expects

input data (parameter newdata, which, when left at the default of NULL, will

use the dataset stored in the DArch instance, if available), which is then forward-

propagated through the DNN and the network output is printed. There are three

optional parameters: type allows the specification of the desired output type, it

has to be one of raw (default, prints the network output as is), bin (converts

the network output to either 0 or 1), class (returns the class labels as factors,

if applicable), or character (like class, but as strings and not factors). The

parameters inputLayer (1 by default) and outputLayer (0 by default) specify

into which layer the newdata are to be inserted, and the output of which layer is

to be returned. outputLayer is an offset relative to the last layer or an absolute

layer number and allows output of a layer other than the last layer to be accessed

(e.g., code layer for autoencoders). Note that absolute numbers start counting from

the input layer, i.e. 1 would return the data after pre-processing, as it would be

returned from the input layer. When outputLayer does not reference the actual

output layer of the network, the type parameter needs to be either raw or bin.

inputLayer is an absolute layer number starting at 1 for the input layer as well.

It has to be noted that the prediction happens on the given DArch instance, i.e.
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usually on the final model returned by the darch() function. Depending on the

darch.returnBestModel parameter, this is the best or the last model found

during training. It is not possible to test the results of intermediate models, since

these are not stored as part of the resulting model. Auto-saving (see section 4.1.11)

can be used to store and retrieve such intermediate models instead.

darchTest() is primarily a convenience function for classification networks

which does not return the network output but instead compares it to target data

and prints the classification performance. It accepts the parameters newdata and

targets. If neither are provided, it will attempt to use the dataset stored in the

DArch instance.

Listing 17 demonstrates the usage of predict() and darchTest().
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data(iris)

model <- darch(Species ~ ., iris)

# The predict function can be used to get the network output for a

new set of data, it will even convert the output back to the

original character labels

↪→

↪→

predictions <- predict(model, newdata = iris, type = "class")

# And these labels can then easily be compared to the correct ones

numIncorrect <- sum(predictions != iris[,5])

# Alternatively, darchTest can be used

print(darchTest(model, newdata = iris))

# Possible output:

# INFO [...] Classification error on All Data 0.67%

# INFO [...] All Data Cross Entropy error: 0.379

# $error

# [1] 0.3788795

#

# $percentIncorrect

# [1] 0.6666667

#

# $numIncorrect

# [1] 1

Listing 17: Example of using predict() and darchTest() to evaluate network

classification performance.
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4.4 plot() and print()

plot() (package graphics) and print() (part of base R) are two very

common S3 generics to create plots and text representations of objects.

The plot() function of darch allows the creation of plots for raw and clas-

sification error, as well as for training times, the momentum ramp and the network

structure (see figure 11). If darch.returnBestModel is enabled, a vertical

line will be printed in the error plots to indicate after which epoch the best model

was found. Additionally, the final or best error rates are printed below the plot

title. The type parameter controls which plot is printed, the possible values are

raw (default; for raw, e.g. MSE, error), class (for classification error), time

(for the time it took to train each epoch), momentum (for the development of the

momentum over the course of the training) and finally net. The last value is special

in that it prints the network architecture, including all neurons and weights, using

the NeuralNetTools package. This type if network visualization is especially

useful for smaller networks.

Printing a DArch instance using print() yields a summary of most configu-

ration parameters and for how long training (both pre-training and fine-tuning) has

been performed, as well as the performance of the final model. It does not support

any additional parameters.

4.5 darchModelInfo(): caret integration

The caret package is primarily used for pre-processing in the context of darch,

but it can do much more than that. The darchModelInfo() function provides

support for training and tuning models using the train() function of caret. The

goal is to find the best set of parameters to train a specific model among a given set of

parameters and their value ranges (more information can be obtained from the caret

documentation35). To train a model, caret needs a description of that model, or

35https://topepo.github.io/caret/training.html, accessed 2016-05-18

https://topepo.github.io/caret/training.html
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Figure 11: Examples for some of the available plots using plot() on a DArch

object.
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the model info36, which is provided by the darchModelInfo() function. This

function accepts the two parameters (which are both optional, but the default values

are of limited usefulness) params and grid, which describe the parameters to

be tuned and the values among which to find the best combination. params is a

data.frame with a row for each darch() parameter to be used for tuning. The

columns are parameter, which contains the name of the parameter exactly as

it has to be passed to darch(), class, which contains the parameter type (e.g.

numeric), and label, which contains a short description of the parameter.

The grid parameter is a bit more involved, as it is a function that requires

values to be generated for each parameter. It has to accept four parameters x, y

(network input and output), len (the number of values per parameter), and search

(the type of search to be performed). search is either “grid” (generate a grid

of values) or “random” (generate random values for parameters). If the grid is a

static data.frame, it is simpler to define a custom tuning grid via the tuneGrid

parameter of the caret::train() function. Listing 18 shows a simple example

for the use of the darchModelInfo() function.

36https://topepo.github.io/caret/custom_models.html, accessed 2016-05-

18

https://topepo.github.io/caret/custom_models.html
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data(iris)

tc <- trainControl(method = "repeatedcv", number = 10, repeats =

10)↪→

parameters <- data.frame(parameter = c("layers", "bp.learnRate"),

class = c("character", "numeric"), label = c("Learning rate",

"Network structure"))

↪→

↪→

grid <- expand.grid(layers = c("c(0, 5, 0)", "c(0, 20, 0)"),

bp.learnRate = c(1, 2))↪→

model <- train(Species ~ ., data = iris, tuneLength = 4, trControl

= tc, method = darchModelInfo(parameters), tuneGrid = grid,

preProc = c("center", "scale"), darch.numEpochs = 15,

darch.unitFunction = c("tanhUnit", "softmaxUnit"),

darch.batchSize = 10)

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

Listing 18: Complete example for tuning a darch model using the layers and

bp.learnRate parameters in a simple grid search to find the best network archi-

tecture.

4.6 Performance improvements

R is slow. While internal or primitive functions are heavily optimized or use C

code, R is still an interpreted language and this can be felt especially when dealing

with loops or inefficient apply constructs. While darch is a tool meant for

experimentation with different algorithms rather than for performing record-breaking

benchmarks, some easy ways of improving the overall performance were identified:

• Frequently run loops and simple functions can be re-written in C++

• Awareness and avoidance of triggering copy-on-modify, and apply in-place

editing where possible

• Vectorization of operations where possible

For C++ integration, darch uses the Rcpp package which allows simple and

painless inclusion of C++ source files. Listing 19 shows an example of such a
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file, which is placed in the src/ directory of the R project. After including

the RcppExports.R, which is generated by Rcpp in the R/ directory, in the

DESCRIPTION file and adding Rcpp in the LinkingTo field of that file, the C++

functions can be used just like any R function.

#include <Rcpp.h>

using namespace Rcpp;

// [[Rcpp::export]]

NumericMatrix applyDropoutMaskCpp(NumericMatrix data,

NumericVector mask)↪→

{

NumericMatrix cData(clone(data));

int ncols = cData.ncol();

for (int i = 0; i < ncols; i++)

{

cData.column(i) = cData.column(i) * mask[i];

}

return cData;

}

Listing 19: Example for a C++ file included via Rcpp (applyDropoutmask-

.cpp).

Re-written in C++ were the maxout / LWTA activation function (because it

contains a loop iterating over the pools) and the minimize() function at the core

of CG, as it is run often and does contains several while loops. Additionally, weight

normalization and dither were re-implemented in C++ and perform changes in-place

to avoid copying the whole weight matrix or dataset, while applying the dropout

mask was re-implemented in C++ without changing the weights in-place (as it is

a more temporary operation). Most activation functions were re-written in C++ as

well, since they are at the core of the training algorithm.
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For small datasets and networks, performance is a not an issue. As datasets and /

or networks grow, so does the time spent training. When using reasonable batch sizes

(about 0.1−1% of the training set size), the number of loop iterations does not slow

the training of bigger networks down considerably. Instead, the main bottleneck lies

in the matrix multiplications. To speed up matrix multiplications, there are several

options: Parallel multiplication using the CPU, or GPU matrix multiplication.

For big network or datasets, GPU matrix multiplication can be enabled using the

gputools parameter (FALSE by default). This will use the gputools package,

when available, to perform matrix multiplications on the GPU. Additionally, the

device to be used can be specified via gputools.deviceId. Note that GPU

matrix multiplication provides faster training only for scenarios in which the network

and batch size are adequately high, otherwise the act of moving the data from the

CPU to the GPU will outweigh the faster matrix multiplication times on the GPU

and lead to overall slower training. When there is a strong indication that this is the

case and GPU matrix multiplication is enabled, a warning will be printed.

Parallel multiplication on the CPU is possible via low-level libraries like the

Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL), or by simply running several training

processes in parallel. A performance comparison of darch 0.10 and 1.0 is shown

in section 5.9.
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5 Benchmarks

In this section, a series of benchmarks are performed, with the goal of answering the

following questions:

• Can darch train a deep neural network for the MNIST dataset which achieves

classification performance comparable to those in the literature? Answered in

section 5.1.

• Can darch train a deep neural network for the MNIST dataset from scratch,

using an improved weight initialization instead of pre-training, with compara-

ble results? Answered in section 5.2.

• Do the regularization techniques implemented in darch provide better results

for the MNIST dataset? Answered in section 5.3.

• Is it possible to train an autoencoder for the MNIST dataset using darch?

Answered in section 5.4.

• Is using a deep neural network beneficial for the classification performance on

the Pima Indians Diabetes dataset compared to a shallow neural network?

• How do different types of pre-processing affect the classification performance

for the Soybean dataset? Answered in section 5.6.

• Do dropout and maxout improve the classification performance on the German

Credit Data dataset? Answered in section 5.7.

• How does the sigmoid activation function perform compared to the exponential

linear activation function on the Boston Housing regression task? Answered

in section 5.8.

• Did the training speed of darch 1.0 improve compared to darch 0.10?

Answered in section 5.9.

The datasets, already mentioned in the questions, include a) the MNIST dataset

of handwritten digits b) the Pima Indians Diabetes dataset, containing diabetes
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information on Pima Indian women c) the Soybean dataset, dealing with 19 different

soybean diseases d) the German Credit Data dataset, in which people are classified as

good or bad credit risks, and e) the Boston Housing dataset, containing information

on the housing prices in the different Boston suburbs. All but the first are UCI

datasets, and all but the last are classification tasks. The datasets are described in

more detail as part of the first benchmark they are used in.

The University of California, Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository37 (Lich-

man 2013) maintains a large number of freely available machine learning datasets,

some of which have become well-known standard datasets to test classification or

regression systems. All the UCI datasets used here are available in R through the

mlbench package (see section 3.4), which contains a collection of machine learn-

ing datasets for R, with the exception of the German Credit Data dataset, which is

provided by the caret package. The caret package is also used to perform model

tuning on SVMs (package e1071), neural networks (package nnet) and random

forests (package randomForest) to provide estimates for the performances of

different models on the UCI datasets.

Each benchmark contains a list of darch parameters and the values used. Due

to the high number of parameters, these lists are not exhaustive, but only contain

parameter values which differ from the default values listed in table 1 in section 4.1.

To make the benchmarking results reproducible, the following list of seeds is

used:

• 895375, 867677, 596393, 152150, 734094, 977280, 678848, 631951, 767979,

889714

The seeds are set using set.seed() at the beginning of the training process (as

part of the darch() function, via the parameter seed). When not all of the seeds

are needed, as many as necessary are taken from the beginning of this sequence.

The MNIST benchmarks were performed on a machine with an In-

tel® Xeon® CPU E5-4617 with 4 physical and 24 logical cores of 2.90 GHz,

and 256 GB RAM. The GPU was not used for any calculations, and mathematical

37https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/, accessed 2016-05-28

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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operations were, where possible, parallelized using 12 threads. The UCI benchmarks

were performed on a machine with an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2687W v3 with

2 physical and 40 logical cores of 3.10 GHz, and 256 GB RAM. The GPU was

not used for any calculations, and mathematical operations were, where possible,

parallelized using 20 threads.

5.1 MNIST with pre-training

For the following benchmarks, the popular MNIST38 dataset of handwritten digits is

used. It consists of a training set of 60,000 images with 28x28 pixels, as well as a

validation set of 10,000 images (LeCun et al. 1998a).

While there are other, more challenging image datasets being used for recent

benchmarks, training on these–usually huge–datasets takes a long time, especially

considering that R is not the fastest environment for such benchmarks. Additionally,

the goal of the benchmarks in this section is not setting new records, but demon-

strating the performance of darch using different techniques and configurations at

the example of a few popular datasets. Hence, MNIST, which was already used in

(Drees 2013) and (Rueckert 2015), is the only image datasets benchmarked here.

The goal of this benchmark is to show that darch can train a deep neural

network with pre-training and achieve results comparable to those in the literature

(see table 6). The darch parameters used for this benchmark are adapted from

(Hinton et al. 2012) and listed in table 4.

The results can be seen in table 5 and are comparable to the results from (Hinton

et al. 2006), where test errors between 1.25% and 1.53% were achieved with a

considerably higher number of epochs. Figure 12 shows the classification error

development of the best model. Table 6 shows a comparison of test error rates for

different classifiers using no pre-processing39.

Table 8 shows the results when using RPROP instead of backpropagation as well

as weight normalization. The RPROP parameters not listed were left at their default

values.
38http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/, accessed 2016-05-28
39Taken from http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/, accessed 2016-05-15

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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Table 4: Parameters for MNIST benchmark with pre-training.

Parameter Value

bp.learnRate 5

bp.learnRateScale 0.998

darch.batchSize 100

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction
c("sigmoidUnit", "sigmoidUnit",

"sigmoidUnit", "softmaxUnit")

layers c(784, 500, 500, 2000, 10)

rbm.batchSize 100

rbm.lastLayer -1

rbm.numEpochs 10

Table 5: Results for the MNIST dataset using backpropagation and pre-training

(referred to as MPRE in the following).

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 5 0.019 0.006 0.014 0.030

Validation Cross Entropy error 5 0.147 0.014 0.133 0.167

Training error (%) 5 0.097 0.086 0.050 0.250

Validation error (%) 5 1.846 0.072 1.760 1.930

Best model (epoch) 5 169.600 50.885 79 197

Training time (minutes) 5 611.539 35.322 555.749 646.261

Training time (patterns/s) 5 327.958 19.795 309.473 359.874

Validation time (minutes) 5 8.266 0.207 7.917 8.450

Validation time (patterns/s) 5 4,034 103.591 3,944 4,210
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Table 6: Test error rates on the MNIST dataset for different classifiers, using no

pre-processing.

Classifier
Test error

rate (%)
Reference

committee of 35 conv. net,

1-20-P-40-P-150-10

(elastic distortions)

0.23 (Ciresan et al. 2012)

6-layer NN

784-2500-2000-1500-1000-500-10

(on GPU; elastic distortions)

0.35 (Ciresan et al. 2010)

products of boosted

stumps (3 terms)
1.26 (Kégl et al. 2009)

SVM, Gaussian Kernel 1.4 –

K-nearest-neighbors, L3 2.83
Kenneth Wilder,

U. Chicago

3-layer NN,

500+150 hidden units
2.95 (LeCun et al. 1998a)

40 PCA

+ quadratic classifier
3.3 (LeCun et al. 1998a)

linear classifier

(1-layer NN)
12.0 (LeCun et al. 1998a)
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Table 7: Changed parameters when using RPROP as the fine-tuning function.

Parameter Value

darch.fineTuneFunction rpropagation

normalizeWeights TRUE

Table 8: Results for the MNIST benchmark with pre-training when using RPROP

(referred to as MRPROP in the following).

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Cross Entropy error 5 0.442 0.042 0.404 0.500

Classification error (%) 5 5.736 0.184 5.440 5.950

Epoch best model 5 150.800 13.755 137 172

Training time (hours) 5 13.598 0.168 13.396 13.859
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Figure 12: Classification error of the best model for backpropagation fine-tuning

with RBM pre-training on the MNIST dataset.

Overall, training a deep neural network with pre-training on the MNIST dataset is

possible and the resulting model achieves a classification performance comparable to

the results described in the literature (always considering the relatively low number

of 200 fine-tuning epochs), and backpropagation performs much better than RPROP

on the given tasks and with the given parameters.

5.2 MNIST: Alternative weight initialization

Pre-training serves as a better weight initialization to help backpropgation train deep

neural networks more effectively. Since its inception in (Hinton et al. 2006), several

new weight initialization techniques have been proposed (He et al. 2015b), one of

them is compared to pre-training in this section (see table 2 in section 4.1.4). Table 9

shows the parameters for this benchmark, and table 10 shows the results.

The results, while significantly worse (α = 0.05, p = 0.00691) than the results
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Table 9: Parameters for the MNIST benchmark without pre-training.

Parameter Value

bp.learnRate 0.1

bp.learnRateScale 1.02

darch.batchSize 100

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction
c("sigmoidUnit", "sigmoidUnit",

"sigmoidUnit", "softmaxUnit")

generateWeightsFunction generateWeightsHeNormal

layers c(784, 500, 500, 2000, 10)

Table 10: Results for the MNIST benchmark without pre-training (referred to as

MNOPRE in the following).

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 5 0.040 0.002 0.037 0.042

Validation Cross Entropy error 5 0.222 0.021 0.205 0.250

Training error (%) 5 0.354 0.067 0.277 0.457

Validation error (%) 5 2.146 0.103 2.020 2.260

Best model (epoch) 5 189.200 5.675 181 195

Training time (minutes) 5 602.869 12.360 586.181 614.945

Training time (patterns/s) 5 331.859 6.849 325.232 341.192

Validation time (minutes) 5 8.360 0.110 8.223 8.482

Validation time (patterns/s) 5 3,987 52.862 3,929 4,053
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Figure 13: Comparison of training and validation classification error development

with and without pre-training on the MNIST dataset.

achieved using pre-training (MPRE), indicate that good results are possible when

training a deep neural network from scratch using backpropagation. Note that the

best model was consistently found very late in the training process, indicating that

pre-training speeds up convergence and an increased number of fine-tuning epochs

could lead to similar results even without pre-training (see figure 13).

At the same time, fine-tuning without pre-training is much more fragile: increas-

ing the learning rate or even changing the network structure can lead to a complete

lack of convergence. For this reason the learning rate was actually increased through-

out the training (bp.learnRateScale was set to 1.02) – starting with a high

learning rate did not lead to convergence, while keeping the learning rate low led

to very slow convergence and a worse result after 200 epochs compared to the pre-

trained network. Prior to this benchmark, a similar benchmark without the NAG

(see section 2.5) was performed, the results are shown in table 11. While overall not

significantly worse (α = 0.05, p = 0.105, compared to MNOPRE), they show slower

and later convergence for the model without NAG (see figure 14), especially in the

earlier stages of the training process.
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Figure 14: Comparison of training and validation classification error development

with and without the nesterov accelerated gradient on the MNIST dataset.

Table 11: Results for the MNIST benchmark without pre-training and without the

Nesterov Accelerated Gradient (referred to as MNONEST in the following).

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 5 0.036 0.002 0.034 0.039

Validation Cross Entropy error 5 0.254 0.026 0.213 0.276

Training error (%) 5 0.319 0.063 0.248 0.417

Validation error (%) 5 2.270 0.115 2.150 2.440

Best model (epoch) 5 195.800 4.494 190 200

Training time (minutes) 5 501.041 8.157 492.598 513.750

Training time (patterns/s) 5 399.253 6.441 389.294 406.010

Validation time (minutes) 5 8.324 0.092 8.213 8.423

Validation time (patterns/s) 5 4,004 44.177 3,957 4,058
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Figure 15: Comparison of training and validation classification error development

with and without regularization on the MNIST dataset.

5.3 MNIST: Regularization

The goal of regularization is to improve the generalization performance of a model,

i.e. to improve the validation data accuracy. For this benchmark, the following

regularization techniques will be enabled with the goal of showing that the validation

data accuracy can be improved compared to the results in the previous sections:

• Dither (see section 2.8.2) is used to add random noise to the training data.

• Dropout (see section 2.8.1) is enabled for both the input and the hidden layers.

• Maxout (see section 2.6.4) is enabled for the second-to-last layer.

The exact darch() parameters are listed in table 12, and the results can be seen

in table 13.

As expected, the validation classification accuracy significantly improves (α =

0.05, p = 0.00007266, compared to MPRE), while the training classification accuracy

decreases (see figure 15), a normal effect since the ultimate goal of regularization is

to balance out training and validation errors.

Table 14 shows a summary of the significance tests for all MNIST benchmarks

described so far.
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Table 12: Parameters for the MNIST benchmark with regularization.

Parameter Value

bp.learnRate 5

bp.learnRateScale 0.995

darch.batchSize 100

darch.dither TRUE

darch.dropout c(0.2, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)

darch.maxout.poolSize 5

darch.maxout.unitFunction sigmoidUnit

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction
c("sigmoidUnit", "sigmoidUnit",

"maxoutUnit", "softmaxUnit")

darch.weightUpdateFunction

c("weightDecayWeightUpdate",

"weightDecayWeightUpdate",

"weightDecayWeightUpdate",

"maxoutWeightUpdate")

generateWeightsFunction generateWeightsHeNormal

layers c(784, 500, 500, 2000, 10)

rbm.batchSize 100

rbm.lastLayer -1

rbm.numEpochs 10
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Table 13: Results for the MNIST benchmark with regularization (referred to as MREG

in the following).

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 5 0.060 0.002 0.058 0.063

Validation Cross Entropy error 5 0.121 0.006 0.117 0.131

Training error (%) 5 0.678 0.041 0.633 0.732

Validation error (%) 5 1.538 0.043 1.500 1.610

Best model (epoch) 5 191.400 7.925 182 199

Training time (minutes) 5 643.029 6.119 635.757 650.668

Training time (patterns/s) 5 311.051 2.960 307.376 314.586

Validation time (minutes) 5 9.217 0.085 9.120 9.344

Validation time (patterns/s) 5 3,616 33.350 3,567 3,654

Table 14: p-values for the pairwise significance test with α = 0.05 on all MNIST

benchmarks. Significant p-values are bolded in the row of the better benchmark.

Benchmark MPRE MRPROP MNOPRE MNONEST MREG

MPRE – 222...999000111 ···111000−7 000...000000666999111 000...000000111000222555 7.266 ·10−5

MRPROP 2.901 ·10−7 – 4.578 ·10−6 2.021 ·10−6 4.052 ·10−7

MNOPRE 0.00691 444...555777888 ···111000−6 – 0.105 0.0003564

MNONEST 0.001025 222...000222111 ···111000−6 0.105 – 0.0002178

MREG 777...222666666 ···111000−5 444...000555222 ···111000−7 000...000000000333555666444 000...000000000222111777888 –
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5.4 MNIST: Autoencoder

Training a network as an autoencoder turns the MNIST classification task into a

regression task. The goal is to reconstruct the original image after it was compressed

on a code layer (10 neurons in this case). Table 15 shows the parameters for this

benchmark, table 16 shows the results.

Table 15: Parameters for the MNIST autoencoder benchmark.

Parameter Value

bp.learnRate 5

bp.learnRateScale 0.998

darch.batchSize 100

darch.errorFunction mseError

darch.isClass FALSE

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction sigmoidUnit

layers c(784, 500, 10, 500, 784)

rbm.batchSize 100

rbm.numEpochs 10

During pre-training, it is automatically detected that an autoencoder is to be

trained, which causes the weights from the first half of the network to be copied

over to the other half instead of training all four RBMs individually. After that,

backpropagation is used to fine-tune the autoencoder. Listing 20 shows the call to

darchBench(), the function loadSeeds() loads the list of seeds used for all

benchmarks from the disk.

The results show that the best model is found consistently late, so more epochs

could lead to a better reconstruction performance, but even 200 epochs are enough

to achieve a good performance (see figure 16).
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Table 16: Results for the MNIST autoencoder benchmark.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training MSE 5 10.718 0.165 10.514 10.962

Validation MSE 5 12.439 0.123 12.316 12.624

Best model (epoch) 5 199.200 0.837 198 200

Training time (minutes) 5 304.261 11.252 293.505 316.799

Training time (patterns/s) 5 658.045 24.174 631.316 681.418

Validation time (minutes) 5 4.775 0.108 4.651 4.915

Validation time (patterns/s) 5 6,984 157.535 6,782 7,167

Figure 16: Comparison of an original (left) and reconstructed (right) digit from the

validation set.
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modelList <- darchBench(trainData, trainData, xValid = testData,

yValid = testData, rbm.learnRate = 1, rbm.initialMomentum =

.5, rbm.finalMomentum = .9, rbm.numEpochs = 10, rbm.batchSize

= 100, layers = c(784,500,10,500,784), darch.batchSize = 100,

darch.fineTuneFunction = backpropagation, darch.isClass = F,

bp.learnRate = 5, bp.learnRateScale = .998,

darch.unitFunction = sigmoidUnit, darch.numEpochs = 200,

retainData = F, bench.times = 5, bench.save = T, bench.dir =

"./benchmarks/benchmark.mnist.autoencoder", bench.trim = F,

bench.seeds = loadSeeds(), autosave.trim = T)

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

Listing 20: The call to darchBench() used for the autoencoder benchmarks.

5.5 Pima Indians Diabetes: Network depth

The Pima Indians Diabetes dataset40 (Smith et al. 1988) is a subset of a larger dataset

containing diabetes information on Pima Indian women at least 21 years old. It

consists of 8 numeric attributes and the class variable (0 or 1). Furthermore, there are

two variants of this dataset. One without missing values, and one where biologically

implausible values are left out.

The goal of this benchmark is to compare classification performance for a shallow

network (one hidden layer) to that of a deep network (three hidden layers) to see

whether a greater network depth is beneficial even for smaller and less complex

datasets.

Classification error rates for the original dataset (Smith et al. 1988) (i.e., without

missing values) range from 21-23% using neural networks, SVMs, k-NN, and

decision tree models (Duch 2010; Rahman et al. 2013) on the validation set (see

table 17). Table 18 shows a comparison of different models, tuned with caret, to

the results in this section. The dataset of 768 samples was divided into a training set

of 507 samples and a validation set of 261 samples.

Bootstrapping and a small number of epochs was used to determine a good set of

40https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Pima+Indians+Diabetes,

accessed 2016-05-28

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Pima+Indians+Diabetes
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Table 17: Comparison of different validation classification error rates for the Pima

Indians Diabetes dataset found in the literature.

Classifier
Error (%)

s.d.
Comments

J48graft
21.46

–
decision tree, no s.d. provided (Rahman

et al. 2013)

MLP
22.22

–
no s.d. provided (Rahman et al. 2013)

SVM
22.5

4.2
linear, C = 0.01 (Duch 2010)

kNN
23.3

4.0
k = 23, Manh. (Rahman et al. 2013)

Table 18: Comparison of validation classification error rates for different models on

the original Pima Indians Diabetes dataset.

Model N
Error (%)

s.d.

Parameters

(tuning grid)

darch 10
21.916

3.106
see table 19

SVM 10
22.154

1.946

cost = 0.25, gamma = 2

(cost = 0.25,0.5,1; gamma = 2,3,4)

nnet 10
22.654

1.734

size = 3, decay = 0.1

(size = 1,3,5; decay = 0,0.1,0.0001)

randomForest 10
23.846

1.344

mtry = 5

(mtry = 2,5,8)
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parameters for this classification task (see table 19). Four different configurations

were benchmarked: one for a shallow network (one hidden layer with 200 neurons)

with the original dataset where missing values were set to 0 (see table 20), one for

a deep network (three hidden layers with 100, 60, and 40 neurons) with the same

dataset (see table 21), and two more benchmarks using the same configurations

but the enhanced dataset with missing values, where k-NN imputation is used for

missing values (see tables 22 and 23).

Table 19: Parameters for the Pima Indians Diabetes benchmark using a shallow

network architecture.

Parameter Value

bootstrap TRUE

bootstrap.num 507

bp.learnRate 0.2

bp.learnRateScale 0.998

darch.batchSize 10

darch.dropout c(0.2, 0.5)

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction c("exponentialLinearUnit", "softmaxUnit")

layers c(0, 200, 0)

preProc.params list(method = c("center", "scale"))

The Pima Indians Diabetes dataset is a difficult one, as it is both very prone to

over-fitting, and a consistent validation classification error of below 20% is very

difficult to achieve without extensive manual parameter tuning. As the results show,

it was possible to find a configuration which does not over-fit, but the resulting

validation error is slightly worse than the best ones mentioned above.

The initial question as to whether a deeper architecture is beneficial for this

particular dataset can be answered with “no” for both the original dataset (α = 0.05,
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Table 20: Results for the Pima Indians Diabetes benchmark using a shallow network

architecture and the original dataset without missing values.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.940 0.038 0.865 1.002

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 0.954 0.075 0.850 1.111

Training error (%) 10 22.170 1.750 18.146 24.260

Validation error (%) 10 21.916 3.106 16.475 27.969

Best model (epoch) 10 69.900 65.189 8 197

Training time (minutes) 10 0.443 0.014 0.423 0.467

Training time (patterns/s) 10 3,818 121.145 3,621 3,994

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.078 0.004 0.072 0.086

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 11,210 519.594 10,166 12,003

Table 21: Results for the Pima Indidians Diabetes benchmark using a deep network

and the original dataset without missing values.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.955 0.039 0.891 0.999

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 0.976 0.086 0.847 1.170

Training error (%) 10 22.623 1.567 19.527 24.458

Validation error (%) 10 22.375 2.793 18.008 27.969

Best model (epoch) 10 40.900 42.218 6 126

Training time (minutes) 10 0.541 0.030 0.490 0.589

Training time (patterns/s) 10 3,131 176.420 2,869 3,450

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.031 0.002 0.028 0.037

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 28,150 2,174 23,343 31,248
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Table 22: Results for the Pima Indidians Diabetes benchmark using a shallow

network and the enhanced dataset with missing values.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.934 0.053 0.850 1.044

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 0.971 0.083 0.863 1.151

Training error (%) 10 22.268 1.888 19.132 25.641

Validation error (%) 10 22.299 2.900 18.774 29.119

Best model (epoch) 10 99.400 66.130 1 187

Training time (minutes) 10 0.261 0.014 0.239 0.280

Training time (patterns/s) 10 6,498 345.493 6,037 7,083

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.034 0.003 0.029 0.038

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 25,946 2,351 22,790 29,771

Table 23: Results for the Pima Indidians Diabetes benchmark using a deep network

and the enhanced dataset with missing values.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.960 0.054 0.876 1.054

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 1.002 0.097 0.880 1.215

Training error (%) 10 22.682 2.387 19.527 27.811

Validation error (%) 10 22.490 2.728 19.157 28.352

Best model (epoch) 10 43.300 44.592 4 151

Training time (minutes) 10 0.545 0.033 0.497 0.595

Training time (patterns/s) 10 3,111 190.073 2,841 3,399

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.031 0.001 0.029 0.032

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 28,498 1,249 26,912 30,351
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Figure 17: Comparison of training and validation classification error development

for a shallow and deep network on the Pima Indians Diabetes dataset.

p = 0.3434), and, although less confidently, also for the dataset with missing values

(α = 0.05, p = 0.051). The deeper networks converge faster on average, while

figure 17, which depicts the classification error development of the best shallow

and deep network found, shows a slight tendency for over-fitting for the shallow

network, where the validation error increases after about 100 epochs, while the error

consistently decreases for the deeper network. On the other hand, the epoch in which

the best model was found varies greatly, especially for the shallow architecture,

revealing the difficulty of the dataset. The results were very similar for both datasets,

leading to the conclusion that, for this particular set of parameters, it makes no

significant difference whether the missing values are imputed or set to 0 (α = 0.05,

pshallow = 0.3383, pdeep = 0.772).

5.6 Soybean: Pre-processing

The Soybean dataset is based on the UCI dataset “Soybean (Large)”41, and represents

a more complex classification problem with 35 purely categorical attributes, 19

classes and 683 samples, with very noisy data due to missing values. The dataset

41https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Soybean+(Large), accessed

2016-05-28

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Soybean+(Large)
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deals with 19 different soybean diseases, however many works only use 15 of these,

since there are too few examples of the remaining four (Michalski 1980).

Since there are many different versions of this dataset, it is difficult to properly

compare the classification results. Generally, classification error rates of around

10% have been reported for models like k-NN (Jiang et al. 2004), neural networks

(Bullinaria et al. 2014), and decision trees (Holmes et al. 2002) (see table 24). Table

25 shows a comparison of different models, tuned with caret, to the results in this

section.

Table 24: Comparison of different validation classification error rates for the Soybean

dataset found in the literature.

Classifier
Error (%)

s.d.
Comments

3NN
9.13

2.53
with pre-processing (Jiang et al. 2004)

Neural Net
9.18

0.57
backpropagation (Bullinaria et al. 2014)

ADTrees
10.64

–
alternating decision trees, no s.d. provided

(Holmes et al. 2002)

For this benchmark, the effects of different types of pre-processing (conversion of

categorical values) are compared. Model tuning over a small number of epochs was

used to determine a good set of parameters for this classification task (see table 26),

and bootstrapping was used to divide the data into 450 training and 233 validation

samples. The first benchmark (see table 27) converts categorical values using 1-of-n

encoding, resulting in 64 neurons on the input layer, while the second benchmark

(see table 28) directly uses the integer representations of the values (which are then

centered and scaled), resulting in 35 neurons on the input layer. For this second

benchmark, weight normalization with an upper bound of 1 was enabled and missing
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Table 25: Comparison of validation classification error rates for different models on

the Soybean dataset.

Model N
Error (%)

s.d.

Parameters

(tuning grid)

darch 10
4.807

1.244
see table 26

SVM 10
7.156

1.337

cost = 0.25, gamma = 2

(cost = 0.25,0.5,1; gamma = 2,3,4)

randomForest 10
7.569

1.228

mtry = 33

(mtry = 2,33,64)

nnet 10
8.211

1.442

size = 5, decay = 0.1

(size = 1,3,5; decay = 0,0.1,0.0001)

values were imputed using k-NN imputation. Imputation was not enabled for the

first benchmark, since caret does not support imputation on categorical columns –

the missing values were set to 0.

The results lead to the conclusion that the choice of pre-processing does not affect

the average final validation classification error significantly (α = 0.05, p = 0.9151),

although a better training classification error and deviation, as well as a better peak

validation error, can be seen for the categorical benchmark, which could mean

that with better generalization, the validation error could be further reduced when

representing categorical variables using 1-of-n encoding. However, this effect could

also be attributed to the imputation of missing values. The comparison of the error

development for the two best networks in figure 18 supports this tendency and shows

a consistent better classification rate for both training and validation set.
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Table 26: Parameters for the Soybean classification task.

Parameter Value

bootstrap TRUE

bootstrap.num 450

bp.learnRateScale 0.998

darch.batchSize 10

darch.dropout c(0.2, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction
c("exponentialLinearUnit", "exponentialLinearUnit",

"exponentialLinearUnit", "softmaxUnit")

layers c(0, 800, 400, 200, 0)

Table 27: Results for the Soybean classification task using 1-of-n encoding.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.142 0.032 0.096 0.194

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 0.416 0.140 0.159 0.590

Training error (%) 10 2.733 0.445 2.000 3.333

Validation error (%) 10 4.807 1.244 2.575 6.867

Best model (epoch) 10 159.800 37.357 77 198

Training time (minutes) 10 6.147 0.520 5.473 7.100

Training time (patterns/s) 10 245.518 19.948 211.254 274.097

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.080 0.027 0.066 0.154

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 10,348 1,988 5,032 11,714
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Table 28: Results for the Soybean classification task using numeric conversion of

categorical values.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.199 0.053 0.145 0.307

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 0.352 0.072 0.208 0.439

Training error (%) 10 3.778 0.763 2.667 4.889

Validation error (%) 10 4.850 0.992 3.004 6.009

Best model (epoch) 10 157.400 38.103 87 199

Training time (minutes) 10 8.851 2.023 6.068 12.333

Training time (patterns/s) 10 177.337 39.171 121.623 247.217

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.095 0.035 0.068 0.181

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 8,846 2,316 4,284 11,372
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Figure 18: Comparison of training and validation classification error development

for different types of pre-processing on the Soybean dataset.
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5.7 German Credit Data: Dropout and maxout

The Statlog German Credit Data dataset42 is a multivariate UCI dataset containing

1000 samples with 20 attributes which classifies the described people as good or bad

credit risks. It comes with a cost matrix, since misclassifications as good are worse

than misclassifications as bad, but it will be ignored for the following benchmarks.

Classification error rates of 22% to 24% for different models are reported in the

literature (see table 29). Table 18 shows a comparison of different models, tuned

with caret, to the results in this section.

Table 29: Comparison of different validation classification error rates for the German

Credit Data dataset found in the literature.

Classifier
Error (%)

s.d.
Comments

SVM
22.08

0.35
SVM + Genetic Algorithms, 13 attributes

(Huang et al. 2007)

Random forest
23.2

0.7
10-fold cross validation, 10 runs

(Ghatasheh 2014)

Neural Net
24.15

0.35
1 hidden unit, 7 attributes (Dea et al. 2008)

This benchmark compares the effect of dropout and maxout on smaller and less

complex datasets. The parameters used in the first benchmark without dropout and

maxout are listed in table 31, table 32 shows only the changed parameters for the

second benchmark, where maxout and dropout are enabled. The results can be seen

in tables 33 and 34.

When using regularization, the overall performance is slightly but significantly

42https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Statlog+(German+Credit+

Data), accessed 2016-05-14

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Statlog+(German+Credit+Data)
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Statlog+(German+Credit+Data)
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Table 30: Comparison of validation classification error rates for different models on

the German Credit Data dataset.

Model N
Error (%)

s.d.

Parameters

(tuning grid)

darch 10
23.265

2.347
see table 31

randomForest 10
24.408

1.944

mtry = 31

(mtry = 2,31,61)

SVM 10
24.911

1.957

cost = 0.25, gamma = 2

(cost = 0.25,0.5,1; gamma = 2,3,4)

nnet 10
28.284

2.755

size = 3, decay = 0.0001

(size = 1,3,5; decay = 0,0.1,0.0001)

Table 31: Parameters for the German Credit Data benchmark without regularization.

Parameter Value

bootstrap TRUE

bootstrap.num 660

bp.learnRate 0.5

bp.learnRateScale 0.998

darch.batchSize 10

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction
c("exponentialLinearUnit", "exponentialLinearUnit",

"exponentialLinearUnit", "softmaxUnit")

layers c(0, 800, 400, 100, 0)

preProc.params list(method = c("center", "scale"))
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Table 32: Changed parameters for the German Credit Data benchmark with regular-

ization.

Parameter Value

darch.dropout c(0.2, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)

darch.maxout.unitFunction exponentialLinearUnit

darch.unitFunction
c("maxoutUnit", "maxoutUnit",

"maxoutUnit", "softmaxUnit")

darch.weightUpdateFunction

c("weightDecayWeightUpdate",

"maxoutWeightUpdate",

"maxoutWeightUpdate",

"maxoutWeightUpdate")

Table 33: Results for the German Credit Data benchmark without regularization.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.802 0.128 0.543 1.023

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 1.372 0.741 0.975 3.456

Training error (%) 10 15.288 5.280 4.848 20.303

Validation error (%) 10 24.735 1.987 21.471 27.059

Best model (epoch) 10 5.600 5.816 2 21

Training time (minutes) 10 32.934 11.592 13.749 45.609

Training time (patterns/s) 10 80.115 43.407 48.236 160.010

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.220 0.056 0.128 0.297

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 5,522 1,635 3,809 8,879
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Table 34: Results for the German Credit Data benchmark with regularization.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training Cross Entropy error 10 0.668 0.172 0.356 0.898

Validation Cross Entropy error 10 1.064 0.087 0.958 1.205

Training error (%) 10 11.121 4.434 4.091 17.424

Validation error (%) 10 23.265 2.347 19.412 25.882

Best model (epoch) 10 55.900 34.847 19 130

Training time (minutes) 10 13.900 1.236 13.102 17.223

Training time (patterns/s) 10 159.232 12.013 127.737 167.907

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.100 0.010 0.092 0.125

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 11,468 1,016 9,077 12,289

(α = 0.05, p = 0.005973) better. Without regularization, the point at which the

validation error does not further improve is consistently reached within the first 25

epochs, and on average after little more than 5 epochs. Figure 19 shows that the

best model is found at a stage where training and validation error are equal for the

benchmark without regularization, leading to the assumption that over-fitting is a

problem. This is supported by the fact that the training error is consistently worse

for the best model when not using regularization. When enabling regularization, the

training error converges much slower and the validation error stays within the range

20−25%, with the best model being found between epoch 19 and 130, on average

after around 55 epochs, which indicates that even with regularization enabled, over-

fitting still remains an issue, and the average validation classification performance is

not significantly better when using regularization.
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Figure 19: Comparison of training and validation classification error development

with and without regularization on the German Credit Data dataset.

5.8 Boston Housing: Activation functions

The last dataset relevant here is the Boston Housing dataset43 (Belsley et al. 2005),

dealing with the housing values in the suburbs of Boston, from 1970. It contains

506 observations of 14 variables, two of them nominal, all others numeric. Unlike

the other two, it is a regression task in which the median value of owner-occupied

homes is being predicted. For the results shown below, the original dataset of 14

variables is used, and both input and output values are scaled to the range [0,1].

In this benchmark, the effect of the choice of activation function (sigmoid vs.

rectified linear) for this regression task is being analyzed.

As before, good parameters (see table 35) were chosen after comparing the results

of different parameter sets for a small amount of epochs, and bootstrapping was used

to divide the data into 335 training and 171 validation samples. Two benchmarks

were performed, one using the exponentialLinearUnit activation function

(see table 36) and one using the sigmoidUnit activation function (see table 37).

Additionally, the learn rate was increased to 5 for the sigmoid activation function.

Using the sigmoid activation function, the error development seen in figure 20 is

much more smooth compared to the ReLU activation function. The network with

43https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Housing, accessed 2016-05-28

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Housing
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Table 35: Parameters for the Boston Housing benchmark using ELU activations. For

the sigmoid benchmark, only the learn rate and activation function were changed.

Parameter Value

bootstrap TRUE

bootstrap.num 335

bp.learnRate 0.05

bp.learnRateScale 0.998

darch.batchSize 20

darch.errorFunction rmseError

darch.isClass FALSE

darch.numEpochs 200

darch.unitFunction exponentialLinearUnit

layers c(0, 400, 200, 100, 1)

Table 36: Results for the Boston Housing benchmark using ELU activations.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training RMSE 10 0.100 0.007 0.089 0.115

Validation RMSE 10 0.107 0.010 0.094 0.126

Best model (epoch) 10 169.000 58.490 6 199

Training time (minutes) 10 2.664 0.312 2.214 3.182

Training time (patterns/s) 10 424.462 50.436 350.913 504.442

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.364 0.114 0.251 0.566

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 1,696 469.157 1,007 2,275
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Table 37: Results for the Boston Housing benchmark using sigmoid activations.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Training RMSE 10 0.096 0.004 0.087 0.102

Validation RMSE 10 0.101 0.011 0.089 0.127

Best model (epoch) 10 194.700 4.668 185 200

Training time (minutes) 10 2.111 0.611 0.611 2.633

Training time (patterns/s) 10 634.921 428.637 424.148 1,827

Validation time (minutes) 10 0.334 0.115 0.046 0.442

Validation time (patterns/s) 10 2,683 3,447 1,290 12,468

the ReLU activations converges much faster (for one run, the best model was found

in epoch 6), but the deviation for the final training RMSE is higher. For the sigmoid

activations, the best model is found consistently late, leading to the assumption that

when training the network for a longer time, the sigmoid network would win out

(more clearly) over the ReLU network. Overall, the results for the sigmoid network

are slightly and significantly better (α = 0.05, p = 0.002287) with a better peak

validation RMSE.

5.9 Training speed

In this last benchmark, the training speed of both pre-training and fine-tuning is pro-

filed using various time-consuming parameters (like weight normalization, dropout,

and maxout) on the MNIST dataset to compare the speed of darch 0.10 and darch

1.0. For profiling, profvis (see section 3.4) is used, which acts as a wrapper of

the internal R profiler Rprof. The parameters and results of the profiling can be

seen in tables 38 and 39.

The R profiler works by stopping the execution at fix intervals (0.01 seconds in

this case) and recording which function is currently being executed. As such, it is

not very precise, especially when there are many small functions and calls. When
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Figure 20: Comparison of training and validation RMSE development with linear

and sigmoid activation functions for the Boston Housing dataset.

Table 38: Parameters for the training speed comparison.

Parameter Value

bp.learnRate 0.1

darch.batchSize 1000

darch.dropout c(0.2, 0.5)

darch.maxout.poolSize 10

darch.maxout.unitFunction sigmoidUnit

darch.trainLayers TRUE

darch.unitFunction c("maxoutUnit", "softmaxUnit")

generateWeightsFunction generateWeightsNormal

layers c(784, 500, 10)

normalizeWeights TRUE

rbm.batchSize 1000

rbm.lastLayer -1

rbm.learnRate 0.1

rbm.numEpochs 2
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Table 39: Profiling results for darch 0.10 and darh 1.0.

Function Time (seconds)

darch 0.10 darch 1.0

preTrainDarch() 66.958 57.801

testDArch() – 1.776

Weight normalization 11.973 0.109

unitFunction() 46.059 41.113

updatFunction() 8.926 7.196

fineTuneDarch() 48.970 32.212

testDArch() 5.432 5.244

fineTuneFunction() 43.454 25.626

Dropout 3.791 5.697

Unit functions 14.928 6.870

Maxout 10.976 0.937

Weight update 5.096 1.737

Weight normalization 15.382 0.125

darch() 116.043 90.772
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the profiler records a function, it is assigned a runtime of 0.01 seconds, even if it

took much less. When looking at the results, this means that as the time frames

get smaller (e.g. for weight normalization in darch 1.0), the results become less

accurate.

At the same time, some aspects are difficult to compare since the internal structure

of the code changed. While it is easy to distinguish weight normalization from

weight updates in darch 1.0, it is not possible in darch 0.10, since both are

part of the same routine. Thus, some of the results, especially for darch 0.10 are

estimates based on the runtime of a superordinate function or call, and the sum of

the individual time frames does not equal the overall time since they overlap, e.g. for

weight normalization and weight updates, or for maxout and the unit functions.

The biggest improvements have been achieved by implementing the weight

normalization and maxout in C++. Apart from that it is notable that implementing

dropout in C++ does not, for this particular benchmark, perform faster than its R

counterpart. In all other departments, darch 1.0 performs slightly faster or at least

not slower, while adding a number of new features like training data shuffling, and

the margin would certainly be bigger when using smaller batch sizes or more epochs

– but the R profiler is not designed to handle long-running benchmarks without

sacrificing even more accuracy or using gigabytes of RAM and making it impossible

to visualize the results.

Further improvements could be reached by implementing critical code (e.g. fre-

quently running loops) in C++, as well as optimizing memory usage by avoiding

copy-on-modify where possible (e.g. by using R6 or by implementing object modifi-

cation functions in C++, which allows objects to be edited in place). Another aspect

is parallelization within darch instead of from the outside, using CPU or GPU

parallelization of low-level calls. This could be achieved by executing loops within

darch, which only require local information and can be processed in parallel, using

the foreach package.
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6 Conclusion and prospects for the future

In this thesis, the darch package for deep architectures has been improved, extended,

documented and benchmarked. In section 2, an overview of the necessary scientific

background regarding the techniques and algorithms used in darch has been given.

Section 3 has provided an introduction to the R programming language, the old

and original versions of darch, as well as the packages darch depends on, while

section 4 has described and documented the new version of darch in detail and

provided examples for its usage. Lastly, section 5 has benchmarked darch for

a variety of datasets and compared the performance for different parameters and

configurations, as well as compared the speed of the new darch to that of darch

0.10.

For MNIST, it was shown that darch achieves results comparable to those in

the literature for similar architectures without pre-processing, and regularization

provides a clear improvement in validation classification accuracy. It was also shown

that darch can be used to train an autoencoder for the MNIST dataset.

For the UCI benchmarks, it was shown that darch works well for different types

of tasks and datasets ranging from simple binary classification tasks, to multi-class

datasets with only categorical attributes, to regression tasks. It was shown that deeper

architectures do not always win out over shallow ones, that the type of conversion of

categorical values does not necessarily influence the quality of the resulting model,

and that while sigmoid activation functions have largely been replaced by rectified

linear or other types of linear activation functions for classification tasks, it can still

perform well or even outperform ReLU on regression tasks.

Additionally, a development version of darch was used in (Pagliardini 2016)

and achieved the best performance as part of a classification on an Alzheimer’s

disease dataset.

During the training speed benchmarks, it was shown that the re-implementation of

previously inefficient code and loops in C++, as well as the in-place modification of

big data structures, has greatly increased the training speed of darch 1.0 compared

to darch 0.10, especially for weight normalization and maxout.
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While the main goals in terms of features, user interface and documentation have

been accomplished, many more things are left for the future development of darch,

among them, in terms of new features

• skip or shortcut connections (Bishop 1995), which have shown to greatly

improve classification performance,

• parametric activation functions, like PReLU (He et al. 2015b),

• batch normalization (Ioffe et al. 2015) to speed up training and allow higher

learning rates,

• non-linear learning rate scaling

• graph-based in addition to sequential architectures,

• receptive fields (Coates et al. 2011) for better classification performance,

• cascaded networks (Fahlman et al. 1989),

• optimal brain damage (Cun et al. 1990), where the size of a neural network is

reduced by removing unimportant weights,

• using the optim() function of R instead of the minimize() function of

darch, as it provides access to several additional optimization techniques,

• adding support for CNNs (Lee et al. 2009),

• implementing the wake-sleep algorithm used in (Hinton et al. 2006).

In terms of existing features, darch could be further improved by

• making it easier to access all examples currently only available in the GitHub

repository,

• reducing the size of saved models (even mid-sized models easily exceed 100

MB),
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• moving away from the S4 OOP system to improve performance, possible

alternatives include S3 and R6,

• implement further parts of the system in C++ to gain speed,

• distinguishing between maxout and LWTA better.

The version of darch that has been developed and documented in this thesis

is published as version 0.12.0 on CRAN. It is a release candidate for version 1.0,

which will be published later this year after user feedback, bugs, and other issues

have been collected and resolved following the release of version 0.12.0 on CRAN.

Despite its shortcomings, this version of darch is a solid competitor among R

packages for Deep Learning and works for many different tasks and datasets while

offering an–among native R packages–unparalleled number of adjustable parameters.
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